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Alien educatiotl:
By Paul A. Walker
Can a state deny educational
benefits to children who are
present in the state illegally? That
was the central issue presented
in the Moot Court demonstration
as part of the Institute of Bill of
Rights Law' s Seventh Annual
Student Symposium held last
:rbursday.
The symposium , titled
"Strangers in Our Land: Alien
Civil Rights in America," drew a
sparse crowd to the Commonwealth Auditorium. Those in
attendance, ho ~ ever , were
treated to a very entertaining and
thoughtful evening of debate.
The symposium directors, Brent
Haden (2L) and Eric Misener
(3L), managed to bring in the
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author of California ' s recently
passed popular referendum
Proposition 187, Mr. Alan
Nelson. Opposing Nelson was
the symposium ' s opening
speaker, Mr. Peter Schey, President and Executive Director of
the Center for Human Rights and
Constitutional Law. Schey is the
attorney who argued the winning side in Ply ler v. Doe before
the Supreme Court.
In his remarks, Schey criticized Prop. 187's usurpation of
the federal role in immigration
affairs, as well as the failure of
Prop. 187 to take into account
the many defmitional subtleties
present in federal immigration
law. Schey asserted that whether
the current Supreme Court would

symposium hits the mark
uphold Prop. 187 and overrule
Ply ler is a "questionable proposition," an assertion with which
Alan Nelson later agreed. Schey
was athis most entertaining, however, when discussing. the personal stories behind Ply ler
including District Judge Seals'
appreciation of the assistant district attorney ' s shoes, his habit
of sleeping during the trial, and
Schey' s strat~gic use of religion
to help sway the judge.
The highlight of the evening
was very likely the Moot Court
argument presented by fust years
Colleen Kotyk, Eric Marion,
Ry an Ketchum , and Eliza
Hutchison in front of a five
judgepanel. Kotyk and Marion,
See SYMPOSIUM on 7

Opening speaker Peter Schey

-Nalali~ HCTHlhon~

State budget favors · salaries, postpones capital projects
By Mario PacelJa
The General Assembly fmalized the
1996-1998 budget on Sunday, March 10,
1996. President Timothy Sullivan proclaimed this budget "the best in five years."
The highlights of the budget include over
three million dollars in faculty salary increases. In addition, the General Assembly voted to freeze in-state tuition rates
for Virginia undergraduates for the next
two years. The down point of the budget
relates to capital outlay and_the plans to
expand and renovate both Swem Library

and the Law Library. Fortunately, the
General Assembly approved four million
dollars to fund the cable technology
planned for the College.
Faculty salaries will increase five percent for the 1996-1997 school year. Salary increases will potentially increase two
percent the following year pending state
action when the General Assembly meets
again. At that point, the General Assembly will accomplish its goal of returning
faculty salaries to the 60th percentile across
the Nation. The College's faculty sala-

ries currently occupy the 27th percentile.
Faculty salaries at the law school remain
more competitive than salaries of professors in other departments. In addition to
faculty salary increases, Administrative
and Professional Staff will receive pay
raises of four percent in 1·996-1997 ·and
two percent the following year. Classified staff wages will also increase at the
same rate.
As the College rankings increase, the
facilities continue to prevent the lawschool
from entering the top 20 and the under-

graduate program to ascend into the top
25. In order to improve, the College has
proposed to expand and renovate Swem
library at acost 0[$27 million. The Law
Library expansion proposed is for over
$11 million. With respect to Swem Library, the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV), asked W&M
to change its proposal because it would
not approve that high of a figure . In
response, the College eliminated renovation from its proposal and requested $15
See BUDGET on 11

W &M Law ranked 30th in recent U.S.News .and World Report
By Sutton Snook •
The March 18, 1996
US:News & World Report
ranked W&M Law School 30th,
a drop of two places from the
previous year. The rankings
judge student selectivity, placement success, faculty resources,
and reputation. It is not unusual,
however, for the school to fluctuate from year to year.
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According to Dean Robert
Kaplan, the fall in rank will have
no appreciable effect on employment opportunities. He noted
that employers make no meaningful distinction between 25 and
30, and that in fact, employers
have been impressed with M-W
students in the past. "They saw a
noticeable difference between
what W&M students feel comfortable doing and students from
other schools," commented
Kaplaii, crediting M~ W accomplishments to the innovative legal Skills program. Kaplan
pointed to the 93 percent success
rate printed in U S.News as evidence of employers willingness
to hire M-W students. "We have

a strong school, an excellent student body, and good curriculum
innovations," stated Kaplan.
Dean of Admissions Faye
Shealy painted a siniilar picture.
"While I don' t believe median
LSA T scores are an accurate representation of the ability, talent,
and experience of our students,
oniy 14 schools have higher
scores," enthused Shealy. Shealy
pointed to the fluctuating
rankings as an explanation for
this year' s drop. In 1990, M-W
was ranked 32, in 1993, we were
ranked 31 , in 94, we ranked 29,
in 1995 we reached a high of28.
The 1992 rank was unavailable.
Shealy added that despite a 13
pe:t:cent drop in applicants this

year so far, the accepted students
are just as strong as ever. She
noted that applications are down
throughout the Nation by 10.8
percent, with the mid-South region reporting a drop of 15.5
percent. Shealy commented that
while the size of the student body
changes every year due to unpredictable acceptances, she hopes
to bring a new class of approximately 170-175 students.
Another explanation proffered for the drop was the lack of
faculty resources. While M-W
consistently scored well in other
categories, the lack of competitive funding for professors compared to the other top schools
was very low. Both Kaplan and

Shealy agreed, however, that, if
anything, this makes the school
look better as we are able to do
more with fewerresources. With
the majority ofthe schools ranked
higher being private, their funding is significantly higher, placing W &M at a distinct
disadvantage.
M-W' s. overall score was
78.9, just .1 percent lower than
the 29th ranked school, Boston
University. M-W was ranked
30th by academics and 26th by
lawyers and judges. US.News
reported that 1995 median starting salaries were $54,000, with
80 percent of graduates reporting. Academics rated Yale as
See U.S .NEWS on 11
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From the Editor's Desk
The recent U.S.News and
World Report rankings showed
that W &M Law School has
stalled out just below the top
twenty-five. Why can't W&M
break into the top 25, into the
promised land? Because we
don ' t get enough money.
Our alumni base is too small,
or too stingy, to rely upon for
infusions of capital. We don' t
add a surcharge for the privilege
of attending this law school such
as the University ofVirginia Law
School has done. We don't haye
a private corporation donating
big bucks for the privilege of
Dear Editor,
In the February 26 issue, Jon
Nixon expressed disappointment
when he was denied change at
the circulation desk. The circulation assistant was following a
long standing library policy
where change is provided only
to access a library photocopier or
microfonn printer. The policy
was instituted to en~ure change
for patrons who wish to pay over:
due fin~s , purchase copy cards,
or use library copiers. Were
. change provided in all circumstances, we might be llDable to
provide change to students who
need to pay fines, purchase copy
cards, or conduct other library
. ." . -

having its name on a building. In
short, we are at the mercy of the
Virginia General Assembly.
Thankfully, the General Assembly has at least approved faculty
pay raises fQr the next two years.
Rankings do not truly reflect
the quality of law schools. We
do not know with the kind of
certainty that US.News might
like us to believe that Boston
University Law School, ranked
29th, is better than W&M, or that
Washington University at 31 st is
worse than W&M. Of course
US.News wants everyone to sub- .
scribe to their ranking system

Letters

•

•

•

because it sells copies.
Therankingsgamehasbecome a much anticipated annual
event. While it is distasteful to
many, especially those who don 't
belie,:,e that the ineffable quali- ·
ties of education can be reduced
to a cold quantity, it is a game
that the law school administration has to play, and play well. It
has become an important reference for those inquiring into the
"quality" of law schools. Now
that the ranking system has finnly
established itself, it' s a good idea
tousethesystemforallit' sworth.
See EDITORIAL on 9

business. Students who have they exgect to be accorded the
concerns with lIbrary policies are same type of trust. The fact that
welcomed to discuss those con- there may be ways to cheat th~f
cerns with Jim Heller, Law Li- are unique to the use o(a laptop.
brary Director. Policies can be . is irrelevant to the honor-trust
changed or amended, but until relationship. The foundation of
changed, desk assistants follow · trust shouldn' t change just becurrent circulation/reserve poli- cause the·possible ways of.cheating may have changed.
cies.
The .financial· ·a dvantage arMarty Rush, Law Library
gument only works if there is .
actually an academic advantage.
Dear Editor,
Concerning forbidding com- You may say that allowing the
puter use during exams, neither use of -laptops on exams "is not
the cheating argument nor the fair because some can't afford
financial advantage argument them. Well, it's only unfair ifthe
really works. Students with use oflaptops give some an acaJaptc;>ps are equally expected to demic advantage on exams. Then
cClllfonn
to.the flonor
Code, ..and
See LETTERS .on 10
.-.
. .
...
-.-
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Muldoon' files - for

3

u.s.

By Sutton Snook
credits his decision to run to
After gaining fame, or per- Boucher's arch-liberal policies,
haps infamy, for losing his bid arguing that Boucher "pays close
for the SBA presidency from an attention to his district, but I don't
easy chair and wearing full In- think he really represents the disdian head-dress to Civil Proce- trict."
dure, Patrick Muldoon (I L) filed
Muldoon must first gain the
for election to represent GOP nomination for the "FightVirgmia's 9th District in the U.S. ing 9th." The District . GOP
House of Representatives. chooses its candidate on May II,
Muldoon seeks to unseat the in- and Muldoon is currently the only
cumbent Democrat Rick candidate to announce. Boucher
Boucher, who first won election has yet to announce his bid for
in 1982. Muldoon, 30, is a self- re~election. However, should he
proclaimed social conservative gain the nomination, Muldoon
who hopes to bring a libertarian . faces a tight race. Boucher has
held the seat since 1982, although
direction to the race.
Muldoon said he has been the 1992 Republican candidate
interested in politics since child- did gamer roughly 45 percent of
hood, ' after working. for the vote.
Muldoon's campaign has yet
Boucher's'predecessor Republican Rep. William C. Wampler. to enter full swing. His organi"My role model has always been zation is currently grassroots
Ronald Reagan," Muldoon told only, run by his father while
the Richmond Times-Dispatch. Muldoon attends law schooL
Muldoon is running on a plat- Muldoon stated that after he re, form of smaller government, ju- ceives the nominatiop., he will
dicial reform with tougher hire campaign staff, as well as
criminal penalties, economic release his personal financial
development for his district, data. However, he refused the
lower taxation, and pro-life. He Amicus ' request to release the

of Repre-sentatives

records now, as well as a request
to release his academic reports.
Muldoon fust raised eyebrows among I Ls for not taking
notes in class. He credits this
habit to efficiency, noting that
since 176 people are taking the
same notes, and as he has at least
2 friends in all his classes, he
sees his most efficient use of
time at the photocopier at the end
of the semester. Eyebrows were
next raised by his SBA campaign posters, gloating of his
"Pass" in Legal Skills, followed
by his "Meet the Candidate'j session in an easy chair on the front
lawn. Muldoon .most recently
caught attention with the Indian
head-dress proudly perched atop
his head during Civil Procedure,
accessorized by Indian war paint,
all in anticipation of being called
upon by the professor. "I wore
the outfit to add levity - sometimes law school gets a little somber," stated Muldoon in defense
of his actions. After receiving
"welcome, but unofficial advice"
from the administration ,
Muldoon ceased his fashion

- NaJa/ie Hawthorne

Patrick Muldoon (1 L): CouId he be the newest
Freshman Republican in the House?
statements in class, Muldoon Embry-RiddleAeronautical Unirefused to comment upon the versity in Daytona, Florida, and
administrative advice.
his master' s degree in mechaniPrior to law school, Muldoon cal engineering from Catholic
worked as a project engineer for University.
the Defense Department at Fort
Muldoon plans to take fall
Belvoir in Northern Virginia. He semester offifhe wins the nomireceived his bachelor' s degree in nation in order to devote his time
aerospace engineering from to the race.

ILS welcomes London barrister Steven Woolfe
By Sheila Ruth
Continuing its tradition of bringing
engaging and informative speakers to
W&M, the International Law Society
welcomed Steven Woolfe last Tuesday.
Mr. Woolfe, a London barrister, riveted
the crowd with a series of stories highlighting the quirks of the English legal
system.
With the goal of explaining the intricacies of the English legal system, Mr.
Woolfe initially educated the audience on
the fme distinctions between the barrister
and the solicitor. He compared the British
system of advocacy with the American
medical profession, likening the solicitor
to the general practitioner and the barrister'to the medical specialist.
In England, the client never hires the
barrister · directly, he always contacts a

solicitor who will conduct all factual and
legal research . Until recently, Parliament
deprived solicitors of the rights of audi~
erice in the British courts, effectively creating the barristers ' monopol y on
litigation. Barristers still enjoy exclusive
rights to appear in the high courts. Should
a client' s case mandate court attention,
the solicitor will approach a local barristers ' chamber in order to " instruct" a
barrister on tlle case, providing the barrister with all of the necessary facts and
applicable law. Generally, a barrister can
expect to receive the solicitor' s file the
evening before trial commences.
Mr. Woolfe ' s personal experience illustrated the striking differences between
the British and American approaches to
legal education. He attended university
in Wales where he majored in legal stud-

ies. After his third year, Mr. Woolfe
reached the ~rossroads of his academic
career when he decided which bran~h <?f ."
the bifurcated legal system he would enter. Had he chosen the solicitor s path, he
would have completed a final year of
school and followed with a tWo year apprentices,hip known as "Articles." Instead, Mr. Woolfe affiliated with one of
the Inns of Court and continued his legal
education in London.
The Inns of Court are collegiate bodies which reinforce the theoretical instruction given in university. The Inn
controls the student's schedule, often forcing an individual to spend time and money
socializing with practicing barristers who
share personal insight and offer informal
guidance to the uninitiated. After a further year of study, the student is "called to

the bar" amid much pageantry and dressed
in full court regalia. Mr. Woolfe related
}1Q~ the thrill ofre,,!~hing this prestigiO\fS
position is short lived as oung barristers
work their first year without compensation. Many young barristers shoulder
debt for several years in excessof£80,000.
Mr. Woolfe considers that "being a barrister is effectively a business, and it is a
business that you build up yourself"
Mr. Woolfe joined Inner Temple Inn
of Court which emphasized debating and
Moot Court arguments. Mr. Woolfe' s
many appearances in international debating tournaments led to a chance meeting
with I L Stephen Diamond, who invited
him to visit Colonial Williamsburg, Mr.
Woolfe is currently employed by the
United Bank of Switzerland and is heavily
involved in financial services.

Student apathy nips Lounge"a,thon in the bud
To the Law School CommUnity:
. :On the behillf of PSF I would like tQ
thank Professor Marcus and his team of
dedicated'admiriistrati"on, 'faculty, and staff-Illembers' for organizing' one of the tWo
Lounge:A'-Thon teams. ' Unfortunately;
the student b6&ydid~bt~atch this group:s
enthusiasm,)rid as.·a result, the Lourig~- .
A-Thon was ~anceled'. . ...
A~ the PSF stipend application deadI~e approaclies, i would' like to remind
everyonethat fundirig avail!lbility depends'
directly upon PSF's degree of sutcess
'througnout the year. Having to cancel a
major fundraising 'event 'ls an unprecedented and unpleasant' Situation for ~SF . .

PSF hopes to fund as many students this
summer as possible. Hope as we might,
ho~eve!, faith alone does n'ot create a
source of funding . Just as much as we
enj'oy serving our community, we would
like to be able to count on its service in
return. Our success' fn meetiiigyollt'furid-'
iilg desires can only come through your
support of our events .
,The annuai"Give A Day" Pledge-AThon IS ~ few weeks away. Please keep in
mind that all money gathered by each of
our fundraisers directly benefits you, the
studi:mts. If you have any questions, concerns, or suggestions Tegarding any aspect ofPSF, please feel free to speak with

Attention: the
last Alnicus of
me or any of the other board members,
any time.
PSF appreciates the support it has rethe year will be
ceived in the past and looks forward to .
your renewed dedication to our cause in
published on
the future .
.,' ffY-o~ see De~s ~.~~~? S~~~y, O~._ ~!?1!.~ay!.I\Ept 8, . :
K~plan ' Vrofessors- ·Marcus, 'Leoerer;><- --1996 -'t'
"t' n ~ , :,
DIckerson, Tucker, Felton, or Lee; or
, oge
er ~
Library Staffers Marty Rush, Bill Cooper,
with a short-butor Petra Klemmada, please thank them

for their energetic example ofcommunity
support.
. Sincerely,
Cristin Zeisler (2L)
PSF Board Member

sweetAmbulance Chaser.
---

-~ +-

~
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still unresolved
Computer exam ·policy debate contznues,
By Danielle Roeber
As more students spend
greater time buried in the library,
avoiding Bar Reviews, and acting generally disgruntled and
short-tempered, it becomes obvious that M-W exams will soon
take place. And with the season
seems to come the semi-annual
debate about the use of laptops.
Currently the rules leave the decision to allow computers on
exams up to the individual professor, but students have requested the administration to
adopt a policy permitting· computer use on every e}(am. The
Academic Status Committee and
its chair, Professor Koch, are
charged with investigating this
request.
According to Koch, since the
1994-1995 academic year, several students have asked the administration to create a formal
policy concerning the use of
laptops on exams. Last year, the
Academic Status Committee examined other schools' policies
and discovered that most either
ban computers or require students to turn off their memory
and essentially transform their
computers into typewriters. In
September Koch asked SBA
President Neil Lewis (3L) if the
SBA could gather student opinion on this issue. Soon after,

W&M

Peter Owen (3 L) alerted Koch
that he was chairing a new adhoc SBA Computer Committee.
The survey during recent
SBA ele.c tions was the first
known attempt· that the SBA
made in acquiring student opinion. Owen stated that this survey, not a referendum, was never
binding. The survey was declared void because many students voted for officers before
the survey was available. Owen
remarked that other students did
not vote, but they would have
participated had they known
about the survey regarding computers.
Consequently, the SBA Computer Committee decided to create a new survey to be distributed
via hanging file, whlch will not
only ask whether students want a
policy permitting computers, but
also why students vote a particular way. Lewis mentioned the
possibility of a vote by the SBA
Board and ultimately a binding
student recommendation as other
methods by which students could
send their opinions to the faculty.
As to whether the administration should permit or ban computer use, opinions vary. Koch
expressed· apprehension for the
fact tllat not everyone has laptops,
and the school could not con-

bone

By Danielle Roeber
On April 2 from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. , a group ofW&M students will host
what has become an annual event at the
College, a bone marrow registry drive.
For the past two months, students have
worked to publicize the fifth drive and
raise money to cover the cost of testing,
$22.50 for each non-minority volunteer
who undergoes the blood test. Because
the National Marrow Donor Program
(NMDP) has a high demand for minorities to enterthe computer registry, federal
funds completely coverthe cost of testing
minority volunteers. Drive volunteers
will also have organ donation cards available for those interested.
At the drive, nurses will take two vials
of blood, approximately six tablespoons.
Specialists will tissue type volunteers from
the first vial while the NMDP will freeze

55 days
until
graduation!

ceivably accommodate a system ever, is important enough that
whereby all students used iliem. the school should attempt to adKoch also noted, "If you're re- dress these access problems.
ally making use of it as a com- Klepper asserted that the ability
puter, that's a concern." Lewis, to work wiili computers is a
who is against using computers meaningful skill for attorneys,
until all students have them, said and law schools exist to teach
that he is "for anything which such skills. Aliliough he has not
makes exams as even as pos- done extensive research, Klepper
sible." Owen believes that most does know that some schools alstudents do not care one way or low computers for exams and
the other about the school's feels that programs at these
policy on laptops. Hemaintained schoo ls exemplify how M-W
that a small minority feels they could and should solve the acneed laptops while an important, cess problems.
but also small, minority, seems
Toni Nave (lL) also thinks
certain that employing laptops that professors should allow cominjures others.
putersonexams. Naveexpressed
Owen agreed that the con- a belief that the whole anti-comcern over spell check and gram- puter argument is based on fear .
mar check is valid, but he also and jealousy. She really did not
believes that some students · understand the harm in permitwould be at a disadvantage be- ting laptops and had not noticed
cause they have not had to hand- that her friends using laptops had
write long exams in years. As for done substantially better than her
the debate over expense and on exams. About the advantages
wealth discrimination, Owen computer users have, Nave
noted, "Students think nothing stated, "That's horse shit! "
of spending [money] on
Both Owen and Lewis were
Emanuels." All students should asked about the apathy usually
have some form of computer at found for hanging-file surveys.
their disposal, and laptops no Owen asserted that the faculty
longer run at ridiculously high should really only consider stuprices.
d~nt opinion if it expresses a
Matt Klepper (3L) agreed clear conviction based on sound
with opponents that there are reasoning. "A slight majority ..
access problems, including the . should not be controlling. '
issue of cost. Using them, how- People who feel the strongest

marrow

the second vial until a volunteer shows as
a preliminary match with one of the victims of the 60+ diseases treated through
bone marrow transplants. When a patient
discovers a potential match, the NMDP
obtains verbal permission from the volunteer to examine the frozen vial of blood
and determine the final two HLA antigens. Should all six antigens match the
patient, the NMDP requests more blood
so that doctors can examine a potential
donor's basic DNA structure. Patients
and bone marrow donors must match at
the genetic level more closely than organ
donors .
Once a potenti~l donor and patient do
match, the MDP provides the potential
donor with a formal information session,
asks for verbal consent to the transplant,
and will obtain written consent thirty days
prior to the surgery. As soon as written
.consent is received doctors begin eradicating the diseased marrow. If a potential
donor changes his or her mind after giving written consent, W&M student Tara
Adams stated that it's basically a "death
sentence' for the donee.
Donors can select either spinal or general anesthesia for the operation, lasting
roughly three hours, in which doctors
remove two to five percent ofthe marrow.
Hospitals will often keep donors, who
may experience nausea from the anesthe- ·

dri v e

will respond to the hanging file
drop, but the fac ulty should consider a low response as indicative that students do not care
about the policy. Lewis only
wants people who care to respond to the survey; those are the
people to whom the faculty
should listen. Professor Koch
mentioned a genuine interest in
student suggestions and opinions
about the policy. He would be
swayed by students' attitudes,
but noted that he is only one
faculty member. Koch does have
a strong sense, however, that facUlty members do care to know
what students think.
Owen explained that the faculty has several options it might
consider. M- W could ban laptops
entirely, prohibit spell check and
grammar check, or perhaps require all students to have computers as is the policy at the
University of Ricbmona Law
School. According to Owen loan
checks would cover the cost.
When asked, Lewis expressed a
favorable opinion towards the
last option. Koch, however,
stated that the Academic Status
Committee could not require
everyone to have laptops. He
further noted that Richmond' s
law school has a special deal
with a computer company to facilitate its policy.

begins

sia, overnight for observation. Donors do
not need stitches and do not have scars.
Most experience light back pain for about
a week but have little trouble resuming
their ordinary activities within a day or
two of the procedure. The bone marrow
replenishes itselfwithin a couple ofweeks.
As of Feb. 1996, the NMDP had
2,000,000 names on the registry. Over
the years, doctors have completed over
5,000 transplants, butthe odds ofa patient
finding an unrelated match range from 1
in 20,000 to I in 1,000,000. Over 2,000
searches occur daily, but 30 to 40 people
die each day awaiting a genetic match.
ana Bishop, Norfolk Recruitment Coordinator, explained "Ethnic background
has everything to do with it.
History professor Dale Hoak, concerned abom-a colleague suffering from a
bone marrow disease, initiated the first
bone marrow registry drive at W&M during the Spr:ing of 1992. Enough people
participated to keep nurses busy all day,
and Hoak collected enough money especially from other faculty, tQ have a second
drive a month later.
During the 1992- 1993 school year
then-Junior Jay Bukzin decided to have a
bone marro'Y drive in hopes of finding a
match for his younger brother. Over the
next two years, Bukzin had two ~rives
and added approximately 1,700 new

soon

names to the registry. Senior Tara Adams,
the first W&M donor, organized the fourth
drive tl1rough which 500 more people
joined.
The issue of bone marrow transplants
has impacted the M-W community. Professor Alemante Selassie wants to join the
registry at the drive because a close friend's
daughter currently suffers from a bone
marrow disease. Through ·this tragedy,
Selassie has learned just how ignorant
most people are about victims of leukemia and other diseases. Selassie believes
that it is important to raise consciousness
abouttheNMDPandnotes, "Ifyou can do
it without much cost to you . . . what
greater thing. A couple first year students joined the registry because their
friends were struck with tragedy.
. Over the next couple of weeks, student volunteers will be selling raffle tickets in which community businesses have
provided many prizes. An auction of
celebrity autographed items is also in the
works.
The American Red Cross will award
plaques to several W &M donors as well
as ilie school at a reception ilie night
before ilie drive . Miss Virginia, members
of ilie Virginia General Assembly, Governor Allen, Vice-President Gore, and
President Clinton have all received invitations from the American Red Cross.
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Drinking and justice: PDP's trip to the Court
By Kenneth Greenspan
and Michele Bresnick
Forty bright-eyed arid bushy-tailed law
students boarded a charter bus at 5:00
a.m. on Feb. 27 to begin their trek on Phi
Delta Phi 's annual Supreme Court trip.
With the exception of a few individuals
who were far too perky and awake for
5 :00 a.m., most students quietly munched
on bagels and doughnuts or slept through
the three hour trip. Once in the Capital
City, students waited in line for I Y2 hours
in front of the Supreme Court building to
get seating for the morning oral arguments. Everyone in the group who waited
in line had the opportunity to hear the
arguments. (Some law students merely
wanted a sober ride to and from D.C. and
opted for eating breakfast in the city rather
than hearing oral arguments.)
The first argument addressed was
whether an age discrimination claim is
per se invalid when the replacement employee is older than forty , which is the
minimum age required to bring an age
discrimination claim. The second argument considered whether the prosecution
must make a motion in order for the judge
to impose a sentence that is less than the
minimum sentencing guidelines on a defendant who has cooperated with the prosecution. During the second argument, the
students witnessed Justice Rehnquist lan1bast a young attorney for failing to include all applicable statutes in his brief.
Following oral argument the group
spen t an hour with Justice An tonin Scalia,
who was in utter disbelief when he discovered that not a single person in the

group had read all of the Federalist Papers. Scalia encouraged everyone to adopt
an originalist interpretation ofthe Constitution. He criticized the "non-originalist"
perspective, stating th1l;t too many people
today create rights that are not in the
Constitution and believe that because
something is unfair, it must be unconstitutional. After speaking .to the group,
Scalia entertained questions. Attempting
to obscure an already inebriated Jeff
Almeida (2L), the group flanked Almeida
and constantly prevented him from reciting his moot court argument from last
semester and from asking any questions
regarding Scalia' s views on birth control
and abortion. As the group left, Almeida
screamed out "Hey Nino, do you know
any good Italian restaurants around here?"
The group then broke for lunch and
descended upon Union Station for some
fine dining and shopping (except for the
happy couple who went looking for china
patterns at Pentagon City). Patrick
Muldoon (lL) stepped up his campaign
for U.S. Congress by asking Pizzeria Uno
and Sbarro for their endorsements.
After lunch, the group met with Judge
Mayer, a Federal Circuit Court of Appeals judge and father to the I L diva,
Anne Mayer. Judge Mayer kindly showed
the group around his chambers discussed
his case load, and gave each person a
pocket constitution. The group then proceed d to the Tiber Creek Inn for many
yards of beer. Shaun Rose (2L and SBA
President-elect) broke the yard-drinking
record of7 minutes and II second held
b Tim Morrison (2L), by downing his

Mission statement miss~
ing: Dean slips In duty
By Sutton Snook
While all wary students at MW know that W&M is unique,
mostdon'tknow justhowunique.
Among all the tours and trials in
Courtroom 21 . the receptions at
the winery. and the celebrations
for the failed new LION system,
someone forgot to actually write
a mission for the school, leaving
students and faculty lost in a sea
of apathy.
The 1994-9 - self-study
strongly recommended that the
school develop a mission statement to give direction to the
school and requested that Dean
Thomas Krattenmaker make a
first draft. However, no such
statement has appeared from the
Office of the Dean. "He is considering the issue." commented
his assistant John Barker. Dean
CO,nnie Gallowa stated the issue lies solely within the Dean' s
office and was unaware of any
action taken by the Dean.
Man students and faculty
know nothing of the issue. One
professor was caught completely

unaware that M-W lacked a m ission while another stated that he
didn ' t think this lack affected us
much. Students feel the same
way. with many also completely
ignorant that a school would not
have a mission statement.
"We are the oldest law school
in the country 'and no one e er
thought to write a statement in
our 200 year history?!" decried
Sarah Karlsson (IL). Many students expressed shock that
Krattenmaker has not jumped at
the opportunity to shape the future of the law school. "I can't
believe Dean K. missed such an
opportunity," quipped one.
Schools across the country
use their mission statements to
focus on priorities. \'lbile sonie
schools place more attention on
research, others place most of
their attention on the students
and furthering the goal of educating in the tradition of the law.
With the lack of a statement at .
M-W. the school cannot effectively focus its scant resources
on any priorities.

~

Bleary-eyed PDPers Carey Lee (3L), Jeff Almeida (2L), and Dan Summerlin (2L)
frosty beverage in J minute, 53 seconds!!
When asked to comment on his recordbreaking feat, he merely replied, "My
cat' s breath smells like cat food. and
then let out a belch so enormous the entire
city felt the tremor.
The winner ofthe biggest bar tab contest went to Tom Church (2L) for ha ing
to la out $30 for the Y2 yard glass he
knocked over and broke. So that's what a
Harvard education gets you these days.
The party then loaded back on the bus and
moved to its final watering hole, Garretts
in Georgetown. Everyone boarded the
bus again at 9:00 p.m. for the joumey
home. After con\lincing the bus driver
that this intoxicated group needed to stop'
and purchase even more alcohol for the

ride home, we were on our way. Unlike
the infamous Zirna incident of 1995, this
year s trip back was fairly uneventful and
Kenn y Greenspan (2L) who did not make
the bus ride home, survived this year
without an death threats from hirsute
and surly 3L's. Jeff Almeida entertained
the troops with his 'lunch meat rap" and
then with the help of his trusty sidekick.
Tim Morrison, engaged the front of the
bus in a shouting match against the back
of the bus. Before long, the bus pulled
into the law school parking lot around
12:30 a.m. and so ended another successful PDP Supreme Court trip.
Discfaimer - the above story does not
necessaril), represent the views of Phi
Delta Phi, nor the facts as they 0 IIrred.
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by dropping a note in Stephen
King's hanging file.
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News Briefs
Judicial Council Announced
The Judicial Council for 1996-97 was announced on Thursday, March 14. They
will be officially appointed after a one week notice and comment period which is to end
on Thursday, March 21.
Chief Justice, Donald Sciortino; Associate Justices, Brent Haden, George Hartnell,
Sarah Seager, Daniel Summerlin, Lynn Whipkey, Priscilla Hobbs, Thomas Jefferson,
Joe Kiefer, Kim Welsh, Stephanie Zapata; Chief School Advocate, Meghan Muldoon.

Alternative Legal Career Conversations
On Friday, March 29 from 3-5 p.m., the Commonwealth Law School Consortium
(W &M, Washington & Lee, University of Virginia, and University of Richmond) will
be sponsoring an informational interviewing program.
Individuals with law degrees who have pursued non-traditional legal careers will
talk informally about their careers.
In order to attend, students must sign up at OCPP by Friday, March 22.

National Trial Team Holds Qualifying Tournament
Last week, the National Trial Team held its qualifying tournament for next year' s
team. ThirtY students competed for the team ' s spots, arguing a civil negligence case.
Steve Grocki, Tim Hughes, Dave Smith, and Michael Friedman will now compete in
the semi-finals on Wednesday at 6:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. with finals scheduled for
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in the moot courtroom. Matt Hoffman (3L), trial team official ,
said that the incoming group will do well in the inter-school competitions. " I was
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pleased that the tournament ran smoothly," stated Hoffman. "I would like to thank all
those who participated as witnesses and judges. Without them, we would not have been
able to hold the tournament at all."

U.S. Military Court of Appeals Reviews Case in Moot
Courtroom
.
.
On Friday, March IS, 1996, the U.S. Military Court of Appeals picked up its bags
and gavel~ 'and moved to the M-W moot courtroom as part of its outreach program to
hear an appeal involving a 4th Amendment case in the military. The case, UnitedStates
. v. Salazar, concerned a Texas man who was sentenced to 15 months on the basis of
evidence he claims was obtained illegally.
"This is probably the most technologically advanced appeal in history," stated Fred
Lederer. The appeal was witnessed by approximately 100 people, with 30-40 students
in attendance. Students Charlie Young, Calvin Anderson, Drew Swank and Wendy
Vann filed an amicus curiae brief, which was argued before the court by Calvin
Anderson and Drew Swank. " We were in a unique position as we were able to argue
for the law rather than for one side or the other," stated Young, President ofthe Military
Law Society, which sponsor~d the event with the school.
The appeal was heard by two judges present in the courtroom and another two who
heard the case remotely by teleconference. The two absent judges were able to see the
entire courtroom and were able to ask questions as if they had been present. The story
was covered by the national press and CourtTV. A decision on the case is expected in
a month.

..
reVISIon
In spite of specter of unification
Honor Code under

By Sutton Snook
Precipitated by the fall Honor Code
trial of Ray Raya. the Judicial Council has
fo rn1ed a committee to revise the Code.
The comm ittee, formed under the direction of Chief Justice Daryl Taylor (3L),
will make a recommendation to the full
council, which will then make its n~com
mendation to the SBA for an eventual
vote by the student body.
"The Honor Code is a work in progress.

Any time we have a trial we run into
things where we say, ' Oh, thi s would
make the system better,'" comm ented
Sarah Seager (2L), member of the committee. Seager added that the proposed
changes are all technical, and aim to m ake
the system run more smoothly.
Cuirently: there is no faculty advisor
to the school advocates, there is no procedure for the submission of a charge when
the Chief Justice is un available, and there

is no procedure for withdrawing a charge.
The committee will be making recommendations on these and other administrative concerns. Formed in January, the
committee consists of Seager, PattI
McGowan (2L), and Joe Kiefer (l L). The
members are €urrel'ltly drafting language
for the cbanges and hope'to have a vote on
the matters before the end of the semester.
The committee is also working with
Dean Galloway to aodress administrative

concerns such as establishing a process
for taping the trial record .
After the committee makes its recommendations to the Judicial Council, the
full Council will consider the matter"and
make its recommendation to the President ofthe SBA, who will then be direoted
to hold a student vote on the proposals in
order to put the change into effect. The
committee hopes to have the proposals in
effect by the end of the year.

Three things tha t ·didn' t make it into the Amicus
Students too lazy to lounge ~ ~ Without a mission: M~ W forges Referendum void: Computer exam
apathy unseats Naug~a~thon where no. one has gone before policy lost due to system error

Students caught not lounging for a PSF fund raiser
to help pay students to work during the summer.

The William and Mary Law Mission Statement:
'NuffSaid.

Results of student referendum on using computers
for exams (no precincts reporting).

-
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, Law Watch,

By Alison Rosenstengal
Paper Gowns: NotJustfortheDoctor's
Office Anymore
.
Five years ago, the city of Costa Mesa,
California, began seizing as evidence the
clothing of women arrested for prostitution. The women aren't sent out into the
street naked, however. They are issued
stylish white paper jumpsuits. Women' s
advocates and victims of the seizures are
angered, both by the indignation ofwomen
being forced to wear paper clothing and
by the fact that the prostitutes' alleged
customers are allowed to retain their duds.
RattIin' Good Time at Wal-Mart
Frank Agee was innocently reaching
for an air filter in the automotive department of Wal-Mart in Pleasanton, Texas,
when he was bitten by a rattlesnake hiding
on the shelf. According to testimony in
the negligence trial against Wal-Mart, the
snake, which measured 18 to 24 inches in
length, had also attempted to attack an
employee at the store. The jury awarded
Agee $6000.
There's No Place Like Home
On Feb. 3, Florida Circuit Court Judge
William Swigert ordered' 109 year old
Julius James to relocate away from the 60
acre farm where he has lived all ofms life,
so the state could proceed with building a
superhighway outside of Ocala. The next
day, the Fifth District Court of Appeals
issued an emergency stay. James has
rejected offers from the state Department
of Transportation including a $52,000
handicapped-accessible house one half
mile from the land and $2 million for the
land where he lives now.
Sentence: Two to Four Semesters of
Legal Skills Ethics with Professor
MoliternoSubstitute judge James A. Baber, of
Richmond's Bremner, Baber and Janus,

SYMPOSIUM fram 1representing the State of Midlands (petitioner), attempted to
distinguish Plyler by showing
'that "Prop. 96" presents a comprehensive plan rather than the
piecemeal attempt in Plyler.
Their argument also stressed the
lack of a fundamental right to
education and the fact that illegal
aliens are not a quasi-suspect
class, all leading to the point that
"Prop, 96" passes the rational
basis test. A number of the justices were skepticaI.ofKotyk and
Marion ' s attempt to distinguish
Plyler, though for different reasons as it later turned out. In later
comments, one of the two skeptical justices argued for a complete overruling of Plyler.
Those two Justices were outvoted by three Justices who
agreed with the arguments of
respondent' s attorneys, Ketchum

was indicted for attempted forcible sodomy against a female client. The client,
Kathy Childress, alleged that Baber cornered her against a desk, forcibly kissed
and groped her, unzipped his pants, and
asked her for fleshful favors. After pushing him away and leaving the office, she
was contacted by another firm partner,
Murray Janus, who offered her $10,000
for her signature on a document releasing
Baber and the firm from any liability.
(The actual handwritten agreement, as
offered into evidence, appears in the Mar.
12 Style Week/y.) Under a plea agreement, Baber pleaded guilty to the reduc~d
charge of misdemeanor sexual battery;
the Virginia State Bar is continuing its
inquiry. The case against Janus was dismissed; the judge ruled that the prosecution failed to establish criminal intent in
the transaction. No ethical charges are
pending against Janus.
Star Fleet Jury sits in on Whitewater
trial- and the President blamed partisan politics
An alternate juror for the criminal
Whitewater trial of Jim and Susan
McDougal and Governor Jim Guy Tucker
was kicked off the jury by the judge last
Thursday. The alternate juror was removed for violating the judge' s directive
of not speaking to the media. Ms. Barbara
Adams gave an interview to the "American Journal," not for the facts of the case,
but for the fact that she wore a Star Trek
uniform to court every day. It appears
that Adams is a fan ofthe 1960s show, and
believes it is an alternative to the "mindless television" of today. She believes it
promotes tolerance, inclusion, peace, and
faith in mankind. She defended her spacey
wardrobe by saying "If it helps to make
people think a little bit more what those
ideals are, then I'll keep wearing this
uniform." The j1,ldge disagreed with her
values and beamed her out ofthe jury box.

CROSSW RD®Crossword
Edited by Stan Chess
Puzzle Created by Fred Piscop
ACROSS
1 Collars
5 .Nstoneol
Ihose things
9 Sing softly
14 Med. sch. subj.
15 Romeoor
Juliet
16 Cliff protrusion
17 Rd. named for

an actress?
19 Fend off
20 Deep green
21 Nixon's Six
22 Mocks
23 Writer
Silverstein

24 Not sm.
25 Rd. named lor
a ballplayer?
29 River
'mbankment
32 Asst.ranC8

from Good
Houselceeping
33 Blue Velvel
star
34 Rapper Vanilla

35 Studio c»
overs
38 Gumshoe
39 Disposablerazor brand

and Hutchison. Their argument goal"), even when the Justices
took a two-pronged approach queried them regarding the rathat, at times, was internally in- tional basis test ("legitimate state
consistent. Ketchum inItially interest"). All four participants
stated that "Prop. 96" was "no fared well under the bright lights,
different from Plyler," and was holding up especially well under
not effective in achieving the the brunt of questioning from all
stated purpose of saving money. the Justices. The four were very
He went on to state that such a ably assisted by alternates Ann
purpose is not a "substantial state Eirich, David Christian, Renee
goal," choosing language nor- Esfandiary, and Chandra Thompmally associ~ted with heightened son.
scrutiny. Despite the initial asFollowing the Moot Court
sertion regarding the instant case decision , Professor Rodney
and Plyler, it became clear in Smolla guided a panel discusHutchison' s presentation that the sion through a number of issues two were asserting that illegal dealing with the topic of illegal
aliens should be considered a immigration and its effects in the
suspect class and education United States. The panel touched'
should be considered a quasi- on the continued existence ofthe
right, both of which would then Immigration and Naturalization
warrant heightened scrutiny of Service, which Peter Schey surthe legislation. The team per- prisingly wants to keep around
sisted in using the heightened "because it gives me somebody
scrutiny language ("substantial to sue" (well, perhaps not sur-

41 Beyond a
doubt
42 .High as _
44 Rd. named for
a West
Virginia
senator?
46 Peter Amen's
employer
47 Wishes one
hadn't
48 Believers in
!he Almighty
52 MexicaJi
munchie
55 Fashion
designer 01
note
56 Perform on
the soapbox
57 Rd. named for
aslOOge?
59 Unsafe al Any
Speed author
60 Pulitzer Prize
winner of 1958
61 1)id you _1"
62 Aclress Sha-on
63 Excite

64 Hawk
DOWN
1 Sporting one's
birthday suit
2 'What's in

1"

3 Anacin
alternative
4 Like most
m ules
5 "The Rose 01
"
6 Full nelson
and others
7
wet
(mistaken)
8 Crumpets
complement
9 Bordeaux
wine
10 Addressed
abrasively
11 Poems 01
devotion
12 Cruel dude
13 Lets touch
them

49

18 Nag
21 Tierra del
Fuego co-

50

owner
23"
,Rattle
and Roll"

52

25 Pooped
26 Sherpa

53

sighting.
perhaps
27 Agonize
2ft As soon as
29 Pinocchio, for
one

30 Outer: Prefix
31 Sentence
essential
32 Movie-theater
litter
36 Cosmetics

name
37 In a sensible
way

-

40 Exposes to
43
45

46
48

51

54

57
58

the
atmosphere
Deli
deleaables
Saddam
Hussein and
King Hussein
Ski lodge
Field-goal
llalue
Franklin
(heating
device)
It's sometimes
thrown in
Traffictie-up
Chinese
secret society
Sea east of
the Caspian
Assured of
success
Comfield cry
"That's
disgustingr

.r+--I--4--I--I§

prisingly - he is a lawyer after
all). Other themes included alternatives to Prop. 187, such as
stricter enforcement of labor
laws, public sentiment and the
possible outlook of the current
Supreme Court.
Alan Nelson, in his closing
remarks, responded to many of
Schey' s earlier points by emphasizing the need for fairness in
immigration, but fairness within
limits. Nelson continued a theme
from the panel discussion, taking a strong "rule of law" ap-

proach by indicating that immigrants and aliens are expected to
abide by the laws of the United
States.
Nelson declared that the "sea
change" in the population's view
of illegal immigration is responsible for Prop. 187 and that economic benefits from illegal
immigrants is no justification for
not enforcing the law. He concluded the symposium with the
statement that "Proposition 187
is not anti-immigrant, but is antiillegal immigration."

r.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Public Seruice Announcement:
Respect and happiness are not
giuen free, they are earned
euery day rhrough euery word
and euery action

Fea~ured Commentary
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Bad honor-system or no honor system: an issue of form over substance
Michael Friedman
President Sullivan still hasn ' t made
any formal statement regarding his intention to or not to implement the proposed
Unified Honor Code. He may decide to
reconvene the Unification Task Force for
further work on the draft proposal. He
may choose to make certain changes himself. He may decide to put this system to
a vote of all the students throughout the
College. Or, he may decide to implement
the proposed system, the same one that
nearly every student from every school at
the College has opposed, without a vo!e
of the students.
We don ' t know, and the President
won ' t say. At a March 1 meeting with
Peter Owen and Shaun Rose, the President promised to have a decision made
within a few weeks. Today is the 19th.
Can you hear'the clock ticking?
Whatever the President chooses to do,
we have to be prepared to act on it. I
started to think about what would happen

if he tried to implement the present 1>ro- was supposed to reflect the attitudes of
. posal, or anything like it, without the our community, not create arbitrary proapproval of the students. What if, by cedures for enforcing foreign values. Yes,
presidential fiat, he simply implemented now that! think more about it; I'm certain.
some system that we didn't like, didn't We would have to reject. ..
adopt, and didn't approve. What would
But where would that leave us? In a
we do? Then I started to think we would world without an honor system?
God,
have to reject it. We would have to take a what would happen? How would we
stand and say "No Way Tim!"
. survive? Probably we would have to
Pres'ident Sullivan can impose what- cancel the rest ofthe semester. Cancel the
ever he wants, but we don' t have to recog- Law Review competition! No more finize it. We don' t have to support it. And nals! Stop working on your Client B
we don' t have to participate in it. I would memos! After all, we can't do these
personally rather do without an honor things without an honor code . .. can we?
code than be governed by one which
No way, right? I mean, without an
makes no effort to respect the values of honor code, there would be nothing but
our community and which was imposed lies, lies, lies. And they'd probably have
over our concerns and without our ap- to proctor our exams with no more than a
proval.
three to one student to administrator ratio
After all, I think I read somewhere that to avoid cheating. And forget about leavan honor code was supposed to be an ing your stuff lying around the school.
agreement among the students. In the 200 Not even the tackiest banana-clips would
or so year history of our honor system, it be safe. Yeah, that' s probably how things
has always been student run, not adminis- would go without an honor code, huh? I
tratively imposed over the objection of guess we should probably go with whatthe student body. I thought an honor code ever the President gives us. Or maybe ..

My

Maybe we don 't need to accept an
honor code that stifles our values and
ignores our concerns. Maybe we don't
need to have a bad honor system at all.
Maybe,just maybe, we care enough notto
settle for a system that doesn't work for
us . Maybe we could just rely on the
character of the members of our community for a while. Maybe we could prove to
President Sullivan that M-W takes its
system of honor very seriously. That we
won't be backed into a system that rejects
the autonomy of our community and ignores the incre~ed level of honor that we
demand. Maybe we could maintain the
level of honor, trust, and commitment in
our community without participating in a
bogus and illegitimate system imposed
~gainst our wishes. Maybe ...
Ahh, what am I thinking? That would
never work. We can't trust each other
without a President-approved system of
enforcing honor. Oh well then, I guess
we ' Ujust have to settle on whatever system the President decides to give us. Nice
thought though, don't y ou think . .. ?

Fighting deadbeat parents with the help of PSF funding
Danny Reed
Every child deserves the support of
both parents. While the law cannot force
a parent to provide a ~hild with the emotional support that every child needs to
develop, it can force a parent to provide
the financial support necessary to raise a
child.
Every state, as a condition of receiving federal money for social programs,
must maintain an agency for the enforcement of child support obligations. In
Virginia that agency is the Division of
Chi ld Support Enforcement (DCSE),

which is part of the Department of Social
Services.
Last summer I was an intern in the
Special Counsel ' s Office of DCSE' s
Roanoke District Office. DCSE attempts
to enforce child support obligations
through administrative orders: Often,
however, legal questions arise and the
Special Counsel 's Office is called to represent DCSE . .
In Virginia, anyone who receives funds
from the Aid of Dependent Children program (ADC) must apply for DCSE services . When an obli gor parent is
delinquent in paying child support, the
Commonwealth may provide money

through ADC which creates a debt by the
delinquent parent as a matteroflaw. DCSE
pursues delinquent parents to recoup ADC
payment for the Cornnlonwealth. Without DCSEs, the ADC program would go
bankrupt in no time and needy children
would be left without sufficient financial
support.
DCSE also offers its services to parents who do not receive public assistance.
When relations between the parents of a
child deteriorate, sometimes the child suffers. The noncustodial parent may refuse
to pay child support. DCSE is able to step
in and provide administrative remedies to
ensure that the child receives the neces-

sary support. For example, DCSE may
garnish the wages of the obligor parent.
The Roanoke District Office bas only
one attorney who handles over 40,000
cases per year. The assistance I provided
was invaluable. Much of the research I
did simply would not have been done for
lack of resources.
One highlight of my summer experience was the recoupment of over $20,000
in ADC payments from a delinquent father who had never paid child support
since a court first issued an order in 1970.
The father, whose whereabouts are unknown, was the beneficiary ofan inheritance. A court ordered a receiver to hold
the proceeds, which could be used
to settle claims against the father.
Another case I worked on
policy, and the average age in the involved a father who failed to
office, I knew I was in the right make timely child support payplace. There was a spirit in the ments. He only paid his support
office of commitment to the obligations when DCSE initiated
cause and a willingness to sacri- a court proceeding.
fice to do it. People were always
M research provided the
busy and e eryone pitched in to judge with the information
finish the unavoidable evils like needed to in1pose a performance
stuffing envelopes. Much laugh- bond on the father. Basicall ,
ing went during those 'stuffing the court would require the faparties' -- it could almost be fun . ther to deposit some money with
The Center for Policy Alter- the court from which the court
natives is a "nonprofit voice for could transfer to the mother if
progressi e policy across all fifty the father failed to make timely
states. ' It is a bipartisan think- child support payments.
tank, although the staff members
Thanks to the support of the
are weighted heavily to the left. Public Service Fund, a few more
CPA' s. mi sion is to connect children ' in Virginia will re eive
people (legislator and polic ' the fmancial support to which
See CPA on 15 they are entitled.

Becoming a "policy won k" thanks
Elise Milstein
I didn't really know what to
expect \vhen I went to work at
the Center for Policy Alternatives this past summer. I mean , I
knew it had some women 's stuff
(my sole criterion for my job
search), and I knew that it was
doing some cool projects (stuff I
leamed about when Iwent in and
talked to my future boss), but I
didn 't really knO\v how the place
worked. In fa t. I didn ' t really
know how 71~)" office worked.
It was just like the first year in
high scho l. '1 had a couple of
ideas of what I \\.:as getting into.
but no really clear picture. AliI

knew was, I was going to work
hard, smile a lot, and pretend that
I knew what I was doing until the
crazy day arrived when r actually got it. So what ifI arrived to
work too early the first day and
dressed up too much. I was going to figure it out.
Well. I blew my cover the .
very first week. M desk was in
a room called the "Big Intern
Library." (This, of course, was
because it was the larger of two
rooms that ordinarily were just
libraries. e 'cept summertime,
when they crammed computers
and interns in there.) Its other
name was the "Snakepit:' becau5e once you put more than
three intems into there. it reached
J

a sort of critical mass after which
we did as much gabbing as working. It was during one of these
digressions, after I had been
spouting for a whi le, that some
laughingly called me a "polic
wonk." My blank expression
gavemea\vay, "Youdon'tknow
what a wonk is?" the asked,
incredulously. Red-faced' I admitte~ that I didn't. Well, they
lued me in. and this I started
down the road to becoming a
"wonk" worthy of the name,
Forafirstofficejob, working
at a nonprofit organization. and
particularlvworkingatCPA, was
great. From the first day when I
n ticed the somewhat casual
dress , the first-na~es -onl )'

to
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The kids 'a re alright?
By Chris Ambrosio
Three things happened to me
recently that have caused me to
think seriously about the youth
of today, ~d about the future of
this great Nation. First, I saw
President Clinton's youth-drugsschool-violence symposium on
C-SPAN. Second, I was a guest
speaker in a class at a local high
school. Third, some kid named
Joel knocked on my door and
tried to sell me magazines. While
superficially these events may
not seein connected, they probably aren't connected on any
deeper level, either. That won' t
stop me from trying to extract a
unifying theme from such apparently disparate occurrences.
Like most ofyou, I was watching C-SP AN late one night after
suffering through reruns of
Friends of Seinfeld in the ER.
(Hey NBC, I'll show you something you " must see.") From
what I could tell, President
Clinton had convened some type
of conference to address issues
of drugs and violence among
today' s youth , particularly in
schools. For some unearthly reason, The Reverend Jesse Jackson was invited to participate in
this conference, which raises one
obvious question : What the hell
does this guy do for a living s~cb
that he is able to wear expensive
suits, ride around in limousines,
and appear on television every
five minutes? Another obvious
question is this: For an intelligent person who has foisted himself
upon
the
public
consciousness for the past three
decades, why can ' t he enunciate
any better than, say, Joe Namath?
At any rate, the panel was discussing the recent public school

More Clip

dress code that was implemented
by a Long Beach, California
school district. Apparently,
crime and'o ther assorted unpleasantness. were reduced dramatically after the dress code was put
in place. The Reverend Jackson
suggested, and this is for real,
that schools should go one step
further and force the students tIY
make their own uniforms - as in
sew them together with their own
hands, using a needle and thread.
In response, President Clinton
made a valiant effort to bail him
out with this admonishment:
" Befon, you laugh at Reverend
Jackson ' s suggestion, please consider the person who was perhaps the greatest spinster of the
twentieth century - Mohandas
Gandhi." My immediate reaction was: "That's funny, I don' t
recall dropping any PCP-laced
acid before watching TV tonight.
Maybe there ' s somethmg nefarious about those postage stamps I
bought the other day."
I had another surreal experience when I went to a local high
school to talk to a class aboutthe
litigation process and courtroom
procedures. The first thing I
noticed was the prevalence of
graphic and abusive language in
casual student banter, completely
unchecked by faculty who were
well within earshot of sucillanguage. Indeed, the dialo~ue in
those high school halls could
make Goodfellas sound like Free
Willy. Aild believe me, for you
First Amendment nuts out there,
these kids were not saying "fuck
the draft." In fact, it's fair to say
that they were conspicuously
omitting the "draft" portion ofit.
The actual class in which I
participated went very well, how-

ever, and most of the students
seemed attentive and interested
in our discussion. There was one
kid in the back of the class who
looked a lot like Sen-Dog or BReal or whoever is the lead
gangsta for Cypress Hill, except
that this kid was sporting a much
larger, 1977-era Dr. J style afro.
At one point in the discussion,
this kid raised his hand and asked,
in front of the entire class, the
following question: "Yeah, like,
I got this, like, summons or something from this court, and, man, I
just can ' t make it down there,
you know, because I got, like,
school ' n' stuff, so what should I
do?" I immediately thought to
myself, "You know, I have a lot
of ' the street' in me, and I should
be ' straight up' with this fellow
and not 'be fronting ' him about
his plight in the juvenile justice
system." Of course, I bravely
ducked the issue by telling him
to take it up with the court that
gave him the summons. Let me
tell you something, folks: if you
think you can relate to today' s
youth by watching a few episodes of The Real W qrld on MTV
and listening to a couple of2Pac
and Green Day CDS, forget about
it. These kids are light years
ahead of you, and you ' 11 never
catch tip.
My final experience in this
Clockwork Orange-style trilogy
involved adoor-to-door solicitation by a kid named Joel, who I
think, from what I could later
piece together, was trying to sell
me magazines. At least I think
that is what was happening, because I could not understand one
single solitary phrase this kid
said to me. I recognized some of
the words as being English, but

n' Save Marshall-Wythe Trading Cards!

none of them were strung to- make, but-I've long since forgotgether in even remotely the cor- ten what it was. Here's another
rect fashion. I will try to point I could make instead: go to
approximate Joel's sales pitch, your nearest video store and rent
which was delivered with a con- Canadian Bacon, starring John
stant bobbing and weaving mo- Candy, Alan AIda, Rip Tom,
tion similar to that used in the Kevin Pollack, Rhea Perlman,
ring by Sugar Ray Leonard be- and Steven Wright. It was done
fore his eleven retirements : by Michael Moore, the guy who
"Hey, bro, check this out, bro, did Roger and Me, and it's about
like I can win a trip to Cancun, the United States "facing off" in
bro, have you ever been to . acold war with Canada that starts
Meheeco, bro, like I can win this when John Candy's character
killer trip, bro, and all I have to says, during a hockey game, that
do, bro, is meet a thousand cool Canadian beer sucks. It's one of
people, bro, and you 're, like, those hidden gems that you can
number nine hundred and fifty, occasionally fmd on the video
bro, and I've already got, like, a . store shelves, like Clerks, which
hundred and ten po~ts, bro, so I heard was really good, although
just sign here for these cool mags, I haven't seen it yet because the
bro, and I' II be on my way, bro ... Blockbuster store that I went to
." I mean, in terms of eloquence, all summer had approximately
Joel could make Pauly Shore two copies of it, which were alsound like Winston Churchill. ways checked out, probably to
F or instance, Joel could have said the Blockbuster'employees, who
"Diese Kartoffeln kommt nicht ' were themselves "clerks." I gave
aus der Banhof, und dein Hosen up after a while and rented things
kauft zu viele Fehrenseeapparatte like The ShawshankRedemption
(these potatoes do not come from instead, which was a good movie
the train station, and your pants in its own right, but was not an
buy too many televisions)," and adequate substitute for something
it would have had the same ef- like Clerks. My point, of course,
fect on me.
is that you should rent Canadian
Somewhere along the way, Bacon. Oh yeah, and keep hope
there was a point I was trying to alive.

EDITORIAL from 2
W &M' s greatest failure has
~9me in the cate~ory of " faculty
resources." This ~ategory is
based on total expenditures per
student for instruction, library,
. and supporting student services
during the school year.
Naturally, if more money
comes into the school , then
W&M does better in the category that is its greatest weakness. Rather than take pride in

the ranking we receive currently,
W&M is (we hope) pushing the
'state legislature and private do-

-

.

nors at every opportunity to increase money to the law school
so that we do better in the
rankings game. It is a sad reality,
but one of the functions of a law
school administration, and ultimately one measure of the
administration ' s success or failure, is its ability to win at the
ranking game.
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LETTERS fTOm 2
those some who have an academic advantage are those who can afford laptops and that would be unfair.
The only argument ultimately worth
discussing is that the use of computers on
exams gives some students an academic
advantage over others. While I am a
proponent of the use of computers in
school to the fullest extent, if computers
give some an advantage over others on
exams they honestly s~lOuldn 't be allowed.
OK, so how do we know? Is it really that
obvious? Should we base a decision like
that on what is "obvious"? If you're
going to take away my right to use my
computer to type my exams, please base it
on something a little more definite than
the "obvious." I know that any kind of
studies concerning the correlation between
GPA and computer use would abound
with difficulties in getting valid information, but if you're going to disadvantage
me by taking away my ability to use my
computer during exams, I should think I
have the right to ask for it to be based on
something a little more solid than what
people think is "obvious."
You may be thinking, "now wait a
minute, how could she be disadvantaged
by having to hand write her exams like
everyone else?" Have you considered the
fact that those who use computers in the
classroom may not have handwritten any-

thing longer than a birthday card all term?
You really do use different hand muscles
The Black Li-w Students Association invites you to its 1st .
to write than to type, muscles that get tired
Annual Oliver HiU Scholarship Ball. The ball is designed
much quicker in those who haven ' t been
as a fundraiser to support the Oliver HiU Scholarship Fund.
using them. Am I supposed to stop using
my computer to take notes in class so that
Door prizes including Westbar and
Saturday, March 23, 1996
Date:
I can exercise the muscles in my hand that
Barbri items will be auctioned. So
Time: 9:00·p.rn. - 1:00 a.m.
one uses for writing? That is an unreasoncome out and groove to some funky
Place: University Center
able and unfair solution to the problem,
geats and party with really cool .
Tidwater A and B
but if computers aren't allowed during
people. See you there.
$10 per person/$15 per couple
Cost:
exams, and if I don't exercise my hand
muscles .somehow, the rest ofthe class has
an advantage over me
r-----------------------------------------------------------~
during exams. Also,
my handwriting isn't
all that unreadable, but
there are those who
II
type their exams out of
pure necessity - theprofessors _couldn 't
read them otherwise.
What are they supposed to do ifthey can't
type? Draw pictures?
All I ask is that before
you impose a disadvantage upon the few who
actually do use computers, take a step back
and base it on as solid
facts as possible, and if
there aren't any solid
facts - find some!
Catherine Rogers, I L
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Overlieard:
"That's the best blow I've ever had." -Dick WiJJiamson
"Thanks to Kim Welsh, a good time was
had by all." -- Steve Grocki? No! It was
Kim Welsh herself.
"Let's not split oral hairs." -- Prof. Smolla
"As you say, 'You cannot eat your cake and
have it too.'" -- ·Prof. Selassie
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Third Year Gluttons for Punishment
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II
-Hall to the chiefl* S.uddenly I I
you're on top of the world -- all I I
the title and none of the respon- I I
sibilitles
(and begins).
then the year-long
headache
With a I I
reputation as a ftmystery woman* I I
around the law school, Sara I I
began her education in aca- I I
dell}ic obscurity, writing her un- I I
dergraduate thesis on "Ancient I I
Greek Female ProstiMion." Now I I
she moves into the equally I I
obscure realm of law professor I I
. 'des, * sal'd th e I I
writi·ng. "I I'k
I e Eunpi
former classicist, "because he
was the irreverent writer of an- II I
cient Greece."
I

- -1 r--- -~N~ ;;0--- -1 r-- -R~;I;;G-;;'- --1

Cristin takes over as Managing Editor for the Law Review.
She is a third generation
C ali fornian, who has had
experience illustrating educational books for children.
Both of these facts might
help explain her desire to
publish an illustrated children's
version of the Review. "Something along the lines .of 'Don't
Make a Mess in the Kitchen,'"
suggested Cristin as a unifying topic.

- .

I I
I I
I
II
.
II
I
I I Aside from dating that Adam I "I. want to make the Bill of
I I fellow and fighting for office I I RIghts Joumalthe pre-eminent I
I I space with the Amicus, Anne I I collection of scholarly blah, I
I I will be.. Editor-in-Chief of the I I blah, blah, blah," said the ever I
I I William and Mary Environmen- I I ~Ioquen: n~w Editor. His favor- I
I I tal Law and Policy Review. I lite movie IS Rebel without a I
I I Lefs hope she shortens the I I Cause, because he's a big I .
I I name of the journal to some- I I James Dean fan and beI I thing easier to remember. I I cause .he views himself as one I
I I Although only 21 years old, I I who likes to rebel against I
I I Anne showed great wisdom
authority. "Ultimately I hope to I
I I when she said her main priority I II effect meaningful social I
I I was to "kick that damned II c hange and make a few I
Amicus out· of our office," (or
I bucks when I graduate," said I
I I something to that effect).
I I the aspiring anti-establishment I
I I
I I man,
I
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Music for the Masses

Make, out music and Garbage
By Tom Church
R. Kelly
* 112 (out of five)
Over the centuries, variety of music
has been classified under the category of
make-out music. For some, it's Vivaldi,
for others, Miles Davis, and still others
swear by the Cowboy Junkies or MTV
Jams. Strangely, record stores have never
created a separate category for this clearly
relevant classification.
One recent performer who definitely
falls into this category is R. Kelly. His
. mellow grooves are perfect for a late night
under the stars. With slow, thick bass and
soulful vocals, his self~titled debut is a
pretty good way to make your abode into
an all-night love palace.
The ingredients seem to be there, because the disc definitely puts the listener
in a lovin' mood. However, there are a
few shortfalls. First, the lyrics might be a
turn off. By song four you and YOl!f
p~er will probably be getting down to
business. That certain partner will then
hear the romantic strains of the MTV and
radio hit, "You Remind Me of Something." Unfortunately, rather than comparing his love to a summer's day, R.
Kelly's lover reminds hk of his Jeep, his
sound system, his car, and his bank ac-

a

count: "You remind me of my Jeep (I
want to ride it)lsomething like my sound
(I want to pump it, baby)/girl, you look
just like my car (1 want to wax it)/and
something like my bank account (I want
to spend it, yea)." Such blatant materialism just might kill the mood.
And besides reminding us of the commodities that "love" can often boil down
to, the songs are monotonous. A few too
many times (I counted six), R. Kelly starts
a song with a soft, loving aside (such as in
"Step in My Room": "Yo; what' s up,
baby. I don't see no sign on my door that
says it's closed, so . .. "), and then begins
a slow jam with his soulful vocals and
sexy phrasing. This gets kind of 0 ld after
a while.
Still, some of the songs are somewhat
interesting and catchy. "I Can't Sleep
Baby (If I)," "Thank God It' s Friday,"
and the gospel-influenced ' Trade In My
Life" serve to break up -the monotony.
And if you're only using the disc for its
most appropriate purpose (making out)
you won't be disappointed.
Because most of the songs sound the
same, you can just put on the disc and let
it work its magic all . the way through
·~i.thout worrYing a~out anyilimg··strange
or distinctive. And since you'll probably

be focused on something else, what difference does it make?
Garbage
**112 (out of five)

What do you get when you take three
rock-producers, one of whom has produced such luminaries as Sonic Youth,
Nirvana, and Smashing Pumpkins (Butch
Vig), and make a band? Well, one of their
buddies came into their practice room and
told them what their musical efforts
sounded like: garbage. The name stuck,
but with further practice and the addition
of singer Shirley Manson, Garbage has
become quite competent at making distinctive, catchy modem rock songs, a
competence which is shown on their recent self-titled release.
Garbage ' s sound reflects some of the
other projects on which its members have
been involved. Butch Vig has said that he
learns a lot from each band he produces,
and his band ' s disc defmitely shows this.
One hears a little Sonic Youth and Smashing Pumpkins, filtered through a more
funky, electronic palette reminiscent of
Portis head and noise-rockers Nine Inch
Nails.
.
The disc is heavily produced and full
ofeffects, with distinctive noises and ideas

The Concert Corner
By Dave Mincer
Spring is here, and with it has come a slew of area concerts. Tonight's show at the
Abyss is FREE! If you check it out, I guarantee you will get your money' s worth. Other
than that, Joan Osbourne and the Screaming Cheetah Wheelies should be pretty cool.
From what I hear, Widespread Panic is a pretty good show, although I have no idea
whether the ODU Fieldhouse is a good place to see a show. Fugazi is great stuffforthose
of you who like the rough stuff, and once again, The Boat House is a great place to see .
a show. The Flood Zone is reopening this week. They promise to haye concerts twice
a week, and they've turned it into a dance club on Saturday nights. Prices given for
shows are advance ticket purchase prices. All tickets can be purchased by charge at 6718100. The price at the door should be slightly higher. For more infonnation, call the
Flood Zone at (804) 643-1117, the Boat House at (804) 622-6395, the Miller Concert
Line at (804) 622-3679, or the Cellar Door Concert Line at (804) 463-7625.

Here is a calendar of upcoming shows:
Mon., Mar. 18: Marry Me Jane; Abyss, 9 p .m., FREE
Tues., Mar. 19: Fugazi, The Boat House, 9 p.m.
Wed., Mar. 20: Ziggy Marley and the Melody Makers, The Boat House, 8 p.m., $15
Thur., Mar. 21: Grand Re-opening of the Flood Zone-Bands have not been anFri., Mar. 22:
Sun., Mar. 24:
Tues., Mar. 26:
Wed.; Mar. 27:
Fri., Apr. 5:
Sat., Apr. 13:
Thur. , Apr. 18:

nounced yet
Coolio, The Boat House, 9 p.m.
Sister Machine Gun and Gravity Kills, Abyss, 9 p.m., $5
Clutch, Core, and PissedOn, Abyss, 9 p.m., $10
Jethro Tull, The Landmark Theatre, Richmond, 8 p.m., $25-$35
Joan Osbourne and The Screaming Cheetah Wheelies, The Barn at the
State Fairgrounds, Richmond, 8 p .m., $15.50
Widesprea~ Panic, ODU Fieldhouse, 8 p.m., $10
Merle Haggard and the Strangers, The Boat House, 8 p .m., $15

throughout. The band combines loud,
usually distirictive guitar and keyboard
lines with drum loops, dancey bass, and
Ms. Manson ' s talky attitude, a hip blend
which sounds current and perfect for altemative rock radio, what with Alanis,
Elastica, et aL
The producer-~usicians have fun
making loud, strange electric music, and
Ms. Manson glues their ideas into catchy
pop songs. Her efforts sometimes go a bit
too far, as "Fix Me Now" and the current
radio hit, "Only Happy When It Rains,"
show. Their catchiness sounds a bit forced .
However, her distinctive coolness and
the music blend successfully on several of
thetracks. "Queer," "As Heaven Is Wide,"
and "Stupid Girl" showcase her sarcastic
conversation, while "Milk" and "A Stroke
of Luck" focus on her yearning, breathy
singing.
Garbage always !tas something interesting to say musically with their industrial dance-rock, and Shirley Manson
usually makes the songs cool and catchy.
For some hip new music that's fun to
listen to, Garbage packs it in.
Thanks to Echoes Tapes & Compact Discs
for fending music. A/sQ, .thank:s to Scott
Book and Tim Morrison for previously
doing the same.

BUDGET from 1
. million to expand Swem with an
additional 80,000 square feet.
SCHEV approved the plan, and
it won approval in the Virginia
House of Delegates as a part of a
bond issue. The Senate denied
the plan. As a result of the Gen. eral Assembly Conference report, Swem would receive $1.25
million to plan the expansion.
Funding for planning signals a
commitment to take this project
on when the Commonwealth can
find the capital for the project.
The law school addition is
U.S.NEWS from 1
first, while Stanford was rated
first by lawyers and judges. New
York University ranked highest
in starting salary, with a median
of$85,000. One disturbing discrepancy was that 13 of the 177
·accredited schools reported
higher median LSA T scores ·to
US.News than to the American
Bar Association, including UV a
and George Washington University. UVarepliedthatthecorrect
figure was reported to US.News,
while the incorrect figure was
given to the ABA. George Washington explained that it exclu<l:ed
students who took two years to

the second priority on the
College's capital project list according the Strategic Plan. The
new library of77 ,000 square feet
wouldcostover$11 million. The
proposal would be double the
size of the current library and
includes funds to renovate the
current library for student organizations and classrooms. However, the General Assembly
committed only a quarter million dollars for this project. Fortunately, the law school has
access to $3.5 million in private
funds for the project.
complete the fIrst-year requirements, although these students
are considered full-time by the
ABA.
While M- W dropped in
US.News,PrincetonReviewhas
reportedly ranked the scbool.in '
the top 10 for student satisfaction, a dramatic jump from 1995.
Last fall, students were asked to
complete a survey ranking several aspects of the law school,
which will be printed in the next
issue of the Review. Overall, the
law school is maintaining its
image as a strong school, with a
dedicated and bright student
body.
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/foneymo'o n at the movies

March Madness alternatives: Happy Gilmore and Up Close and Personal
first, Billy Madison, but now the setting is
By Dave and Jennifer Eberly
HAPPy GILMORE ©©~
the golf course rather than the classroom.
If you like Adam Sandler on SNL, and
Commenting on how bad 'Saturda
Night Live" has become is so old and tired you liked Billy Madison then rent Happy
that ithas become a cliche. Yet recent cast Gilmore. But if you look atthe ads for this
mo ie and cringed if you enjoy playing
members like David Spade, Chris Farley
and Adam Sandler have all inked multi- golfbecauseofthe 'tradition ofthe ganie'
million dollar movie deals. Happy and thesnapp, way Payne Stewart dresses,
Gilmore is Sandler s second major at- sta awa,.
tempt at the big screen, and like his fIrst, UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL ©©©
Up Close and Personal is ambiBilly Madison, it is consistently juvenile
frequently pointless, and at times hilari- tious. It tries to be a romance, with
Michelle Pfeiffer and Robert Redford proous. Of course we liked it.
Sandler plays the title character, who e viding the on-screen sizzle, and it also
dream is to play professional hockey. He takes .a long serious look at the crazy
has the slapshot to make it and the atti- world of TV journalism. At times, both
tude to match, but, is in his own kind stories are stifled as Pfeiffer ' s and
words, ' Not a strong skater." He discov- Redford 's characters are so caught up in
ers, however, that his strongslapshottrans- their jobs as journalists that their romance
lates into another sport - he can hit a golf is frequently interrupted. Or is it that they
ball over 400 yards. He is like John Daly love each other so much that their careers
with a sense of humor. His short game are interrupted. That is the point of the
story, which reminded this couple why
leaves a little something to be desired he reminds you of an impatient nine year we do not want to be journalists.
Pfeiffer plays an aspiring TV reporter
old pia ing mini-golfon the green-five
putts are frequent. The plot is horrifically who catches Redford's character's eye.
Disneyesque but the image of a guy play- Redford pia s sort ofa bitter, male Murphy
Brown. His character serves as Pfieffer's.
ing on the PGA tour in a hockey jersey
mentor,
and as the become closer. their
encouraging the gallery to cheer him on
careers begin to di erge. Pfeiffer is on the
with each running swing is appealing.
The mo ie, realt·, is a clone of his way to the top of her profession, Redford

has already been there and doesn't want Rights. ©©©©
to go back. Yet neither can keep away
from each other, and neither can stay BAD BOYS - (I 995) Starring Will Smith,
Martin Lawrence. A musician and a coaway from the story.
Redford is good as the veteran re- median play cops -and robbers. A poor
porter, and Pfeiffer is excellent as the attempt at a Lethal Weapon clone, Bad
small town girl who makes it big. But the Boys is rarely funny and very bad. While
movie, to its credit, wasn't all feel good a little suspension of disbelief is required
romance. It deals with balancing an ugly, of any action movie, this is ridiculous .
demanding career with an unlikely rela- © ~
tionship, and it is realistic enough that it
does not spread the romance on too thick. RESERVOIR DOGS - (I 992?) Starring
Har ey Kietel , Tim Roth . Quentin
Rating Scale ©©©©© = " Better than Cats; we'll see Tarantino s fIrst major movie, you see the
it again and again:"
flashes of brilliance that made Pulp Fic©©©© = We ' d see it for full price and tion an Academy Award nominee, but
this film is nothing more than a decent
bu a large popcorn.
©©© = Pretty good .
directorial debut. Incomplete and stom©© = Don 't mention it during a job ach churning at parts, Reservoir Dogs is a
interview.
powerful, yetunfulfilling, look into crimi© = Be afraid. Be very afraid.
nal minds. Re-rent Pulp Fiction instead.

©©©
ALSO OUT ON VIDEOIN THE NAME OF THE FATHER CHAPLIN - (I993?) Starring Robert
(J 99 I?) Starring Daniel Day Lewis and Downey lr. and lots of others. A good
Emma Thompson. The true story of a biographical film which didn't deserve
wrongfully accused Irishman who was the negative reviews it received when it
forced into confessing to masterminding was released. The film reminds you what
an IRA bombing in 1974, and the way the a troubled genius Chaplin was in a wa
English go ernment co ered it up. A that a written biography could never do .
good reminder why we have a Bill of .©©©~

Food for Thought

Fat free can be good, but butter
By Ian W. Siminoff
It seems as if everyone is
crazed with fat free products these
days. The Snackwells commercials where the little Snackwells
salesman repeatedly gets attacked b crazed fat-free fanatics are a testament of this fervor.
Let's face it. some of these products are not that bad tasting and
for people who want to lose
weight, keep in shape, or lower
their HDL cholesterol levels, the
products are a helpful way of
eating nutritiously without getting an the saturated fat.
Some ofthe best fat free products on the market right now
include chips. In fact, it is surprising that it took so long for a
company to come out with these
low fat alternatives since the reduction offat in chips is done by
baking instead of frying, a cooking process that naturally yields
a crispy product. Baked Lay's
which are fantastic, taste like
Pringles, and come in regular
and bar-b-que flavors (bbq is
awesome). With ont 1.5 grams
offat per serving (compared to 6
grams for Ruffles Reduced Fat
and anywhere from 10-15 grams
of fat for normal potato chips)
and a crunch taste, there really
is no reason to eat the greasy

alternati e anymore. Baked
Tostitos tortilla chips are also
very good. Although they maintain their crunch they tend to
have a slight waxy, cardboard
texture which is missing in the
original. Nonetheles~, with only
I gram of fat per serving compared to 6- I 0 grams in regular
tortilla chips, when you dip them
in salsa (which is also fat free)
you have a healthy, delicious
snack.
The most difficult area for fat
free products are the cakes,
doughnuts, and pies. The reason
for this is that these products are
intended to be moist, not crispy.
The moistness that you taste in
cakes and pies is most always the
fat (the butter shortening, and
eggs). To replace the fat and
maintain the moist taste of baked
products has been the most challenging task for fat free bakers.
Most have turned to egg whites
instead ofeggs, fruit pectin, naturally occurring gums and waxes,
and small amounts of oil or margarine instead ofbutter and shortening. Although Snack-wells
corners the market, Enten mann's has the best fat free
cakes, cookies doughnuts, and
~ies.
Just about any of their
products are good and you won't

miss the fat.
The problem, though, with
the Fat Free Craze a many chefs
and restauranteurs see it is that
people are altogether neglecting
some of the most flavorful and
natural foods that "\Ie ha e butter, for instance. While butter
should not be indulged in because of its high fat content (1 1
grams per tablespoon) in moderation it is a luscious accompaniment to some of the flnest
dishes in the world. Fortunately,
according to April's Food &
Wine Magazine, butter is making a comeback. In I 994, Food
& Wine reports, Americans consumed an average of 4.2 pounds
of butter per person, the highest
annual per capita consumption
since 1976. The thing is, butter
cannot be replaced by margarine
and other cheap imitations when
it comes to frying or baking. If
you do so you will lose a tremendous amount of flavor and
consistency. The seductively rich
and slightly sweet, dense fla or
of fresh butter is a necessary ingredient in the following dish of
Chicken Francaise. In Iselin,
New Jersey, Tep's Italian restaurant serves up the best Francaise .
I have ever had. I did not know
exactly how they did it, but after

lS

always better

experimenting this month, I think
I figured it out. It is absolutely
delicious! I hope you enjo, it as
much as I do.

chicken in a 250 degree oven.
Add 3/4 cup dry white wine to
the pan, 3/4 cup of homemade
or canned chicken stockibroth,
the juice of one lemon, and 2
Chicken Francaise (for _ people) ' cloves of minced garlic. Allow
Pound 4 chicken breasts until to boil and reduce for a minute or
they are ~ inch thick (do not skip two. Now add a pinch of salt and
this very important stage that is drop of olive oil into your pot of
necessary whenever you are sau- water, and cook your pasta. Imteing meat). Beat one egg in a mediately place the chicken back
small bowl. Cover a plate with a in the skillet, season with salt and
pepper, and tum the chicken to
~ inch of flour seasoned with
salt and pepper. Coat each breast coat repeatedly for 8-10 minevenly with the egg followed by utes.
the flour mixture. Melt 5 tbsp.
Halfway through cooking the
butter in a large skillet. Mean- chicken, add 2 more tbsp. of
whi Ie fill a pot up with 4 quarts of .butter to give the sauce some
water to bring to the boil for your substance. (Note: you can conpasta. When butter· is hot and trol the consistency and how
bubbly, add your chicken and much sauce you will have by
saute each side 3-4 minutes until how long you let it boil off).
lightly browned. Remove the Throw in a small handful offresh
chicken from the skillet and keep parsley at the end and serve over
warm by either covering a plate the pasta with freshly grated
with alumirium foil or placing Parmigiana. Bon Appetito!!

Next issue: look for
anonymous article written by
Jared Carlson entitled uPeople
Jared Carlson Doesn·t Like"
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Calendar of ·Events
Monday, March 18
Go, Trotter!: Prof. Hardy gives an update on copyright laws in cyberspace as the
featured lecturer on the 'With Good Reason" radio broadcast by the VA Higher
Education Broadcasting Consortium. Can be heard locally on WHRV 89.5 FM
Mondays at 1:30 p.m.
Dead Man Walking: at DOG Street Theatre 9 p.m.
Tuesday, March 19
Lecture: Arthur Knight, an English/American Studies scholar, speaks on "Criticism is and-Criticism Ain't: Toward an Intellectual History of African-American
Film Criticism" at a brown bag luncheon in the seminar room, College Apartments, at 12:30 p.m. Call 221-1277.
Dead Man Walking: at DOG Street Theatre 9 p.m.
Wednesday, March 20
Workshop: On Electronic Information Services at Swem Library. For times and
more information, call Jim Rettig at 221-3058.
Lunch With Tim: Informal luncheons with President Sullivan for students at 12
noon. RSVP to Gail Sears at 221-1693.
Les Miserables: at DOG Street Theatre 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 21
Legal Ethics?: Prof. Carrie J. Menkel-Meadow makes a presentation on gender
issues in the legal professionat3 p.m. in Room 119. Sponsored by the W.M. Keck
Foundation.
Networking Opportunity: The Richmond Dean's Luncheon at the Bull and Bear
Club with local alumni at 12 noon. FREE for students! RSVP to Judy Caldwell.
OCPP: Summer Work for Academic Credit, 2:30 p.m. in Room 120.
The Janitors: at JM Randall's.
"An Evening of Dance": presented by Orchesis, W&M's modern dance society
atPBK HalI8:!5 p.m. FREE.
W&M Baseball: vs. Hartford 2 p.m. for location call 221-3340.
W&M Women's Tennis: vs. VCU 3:30 p.m. for location call 221-3340.
Les Miserab\es~ at DOG Street Theatre 7:30 p .m.
Friday, March 22
The Blues Cats: at 1M Randall's.
"An Evening of Dance": presented by Orchesis at PBK Hall 8:15 p.m. FREE.
Babe: at DOG Street Theatre 6:30 p.m.
Heat: at DOG Street Theatre 8:15 p.m.
Heathers: at DOG Street Theatre II :30 p.m.
Saturday, March 23
The Buddy Parker Band: at JM Randall's.
"An Evening of Dance": presented by Orchesis at PBK Hall 8: 15 p.m. FREE.
W&M Men's Tennis: vs. George Mason, 9 a.m. for location call 221-3340.
Babe: at DOG Street Theatre 3:30 p.m.
.
Heat: at DOG Street Theatre 8:15 p.m.
Heathers: at DOG Street Theatre II :30 p.m.
Sunday, March 24
Cloudy Dayz: at 1M Randall's.
W&M Men's Tennis: vs. Loyola of Md. 9 a.m. For location call 221-3340.
Sense and Sensibility: at DOG Street Theatre 3:00, 6:45 and 9:15 p.m.
Monday, March 25
SBA Meeting: 6 p.m. in the office.
Twentieth Century Music Festival: presents Allen Otte percussionist/composer
at 8 p.m. in Ewell Recital Hall, FREE for students.
Sense and Sensibility: at DOG Street Theatre 6:45 and 9: IS p.m.
Tuesday, March 26
Lecture: Joe Ranier, an American Studies scholar, speaks on "This Modern
Eruption of the Goths: Popular Perceptions of the Yankee Peddler in the Antebellum South" at a brown bag luncheon in the seminar room, College Apartments, at
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12:30 p.m. Call 221-1277.
Sense and Sensibility: at DOG Street Theatre 6:45 p.m.
Beautiful Girls: at DOG Street Theatre 9:15 p.m.
Wednesday, March 27
Bar Application: Presentation and Q&A by the VA State Bar on issues related
to the Bar Exam, 3. p.m. Room 119.
Poetry Reading: By Dr. Jon Michael Spencer from his book Self-Made and
Blues-Rich followed by a lecture on "The Harlem Renaissance: Success or
Failure?" Hampton University Museum 7 p.m. RSVP 727-5024 or 747-5308.
Sense and Sensibility: at DOG Street Theatre 6:45 p.m.
Beautiful Girls: at DOG Street Theatre 9: 15 p.m.
Thursday, March 28
Bar Application: Deadline for making an appointment with Gloria Todd for
fingerprinting required for the VA Bar Application, times are limited.
Get Used To It: The Class of 1996 3L Pledge Drive starts today!
Art Lecture: Gordon Dray, the Muscarelle Museum 's 1996 Visiting Artist will
be giving a lecture in the Newman Auditorium of Andrews Hall at 5 p.m. with a
reception to follow.
.
Harris Simon's Jazz Workshop: at 1M Randall's.
Sense and Sensibility: at DOG Street Theatre 6:45 p.m.
Beautiful Girls: at DOG Street Theatre 9: 15 p.m.
Friday, March 29
Exams Already?: Exam conflict forms are due today!
PSF Funding: Deadline for applying for Law School Funding for Summer Public
Interest and Government Jobs, materials in the OCPP Applications Drawer.
Rythm Kings: at 1M Randall 's.
Angels and Insects: at DOG Street Theatre 6:45 and 9:00 p.m.
Ferris Bueller'.s Day Off: at DOG Street Theatre at 11: 15 p.m.
Sa turday, March 30
More Networking Opportunities: Co-Counsel reception in VA Beach at 2 p.m.
at the Eveligh's home. RSVP to Judy Caldwell.
Basketball Tournament: Hosted by the SBA, schedule is tentative; anyone
interested should talk to Jimmy Carter, lL Rep.
The Patty Costis Band: at 1M Randall's.

Sunday, March 31
Built for Comfort: at 1M Randall'S.
Astrology?: No, Astronomy. The Physics Dept. is hosting an astronomy open
house at 7 :30 with a chance to look through the telescopes on the roof of Small Hall
when weather permits. Call 221-1399. FREE to students.
Tuesday, April 2
Graduating 3Ls: Jolene Burke will be holding financial aid exit interviews for
students graduating in May at 3 p.m. in the Dean's Conference Room.
Wednesday, April 3
Graduating 3Ls: Jolene Burke
be holding financial aid exit interviews for
students graduating in May at 10 a.m. in the Dean's Conference Room.

will

Saturday, April 6
Volunteers Needed: Law Students Involvecr in the Community is hosting a
Children' s Fair with games, crafts, booths etc. Volunteers are needed. Please
contact the SBA or LSIC.
Sunday, April 7
Easter Sunday
Monday April 8
Lunch With Tim: Informal luncheons with President Sullivan for students at 12
noon. RSVP to Gail Sears at 221-1693.

Please submit your entries for the Amicus Events Calendar to Toya Blakeway (lL), Danielle Roeber (lL), or the Amicus
h~nging file. Entries may include activities sponsored by law school organizations, main campus, or community events.

Sports
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Shererly you must be kidding

How I bought a piece ofWFU and jumped oJfKentucky's bandwagon
By Todd Sherer
Here we go, its March Madness time, baby. The time for all
the diaper dandjes and PTPers to
put up or shut up, and the rest of
us to hecome a little more like
DickeyV. It's now time to break
it all down, to tell you who is a
going to win the tournament, a,nd
since you won 't read this until
after the tournament has started
you can' t blame me for relying
on this pseudo-sports column.
In the Southeast Region the
top seeded Connecticut Huskies
advance to the Final Four. This
bracket is really kind of boring.
UCLA is pretending this year,
Georgia Tech has eleven losses
in a weak conference, and
Cincinnati ' s nicknamed the
Bearcats. Anyway, Ray Allen
and Doron Sheffer make up the
best backcourt in America. Sorry

Messrs. Marbury and Barry at
Georgia Tech, and Dion Cross
and Brevin Knight at Stanford
- you don' t measure up to the
Huskies. The best first round
match up in the region pits Duke
against Eastern Michigan. The
reward to the winner: lose to
UConn in the next round.
In the West, Arizona was rewarded for some odd reason with
a three seed and games in their
home state. If they were only
any good to take advantage of
this. To make matters worse
they have to do it without their
best big man (Joseph Blair) who
couldn ' t pass Bachelor Living to
remain eligible. Purdue isn' t
worthy of a number one seed.
Kansas has a great inside game
and Jacque Vaughn can play with
anyone, but the Jayhawks can't
shoot straight. Don ' t expect to

hear ' ~Rock chalk, Jayhawk" in
East Rutherford. By the way, if
anyone actually knows what this
chant/cheer means please continue to keep it to yourself. Syracuse never could play in the
tournament, and may not get by
Montana State. That leaves
Memphis. Look for the Tigers to
get to East Rutherford by default, (and I picked them in the
Tournament Calcutta.)
In the · East , look fefr
Georgetown to add further history to the cliche that defense
wins championships. Their pressure defense gives everyone fits.
Iverson h~ stepped up. Victor
Page has emerged late in the season as a competent shooter after
a horrendous start. The key, however, is Harrington. Othella is
too inconsistent. If he disappears, look for the Hoyas to do

the same against Texas Tech or
UMass. At UMass the guards
have played too much during the
season and could be tired. The
team also has a tendency to fall
behind early and comeback for
narrow wins. This is not a particularly good strategy in March,
where we all are looking for
Cinderella. Marquette could be
a spoiler.
The Midwest has everybody' s favorite team, Kentucky.
Many would just like to hand
Pitino the trophy now and save
the time and travel. Well, for
those people I offer four little
letters ·"UNL V". A few short
years ago we were talking about
an undefeated season with the
National Championship a foregone conclusion. This is also the
reason we play the games. I was
on the Kentucky bandwagon,

until I purchased a piece of Wake
Forest. Now I'm going to tell
you why the Demon Deacons
will beat Kentucky: (1) their
mascot is a possessed church official; (2) they play great team
defense; (3) three players shoot
better than 40% with the three
balls; (4) their mascot is a possessed church official; (5) Tim
Duncan, Tim Duncan , Tim
Duncan.
So on into the Final Four are
Connecticut, Memphis State,
Georgetown, and Wake Forest.
Connecticut beats Memphis on a
Ray Allen buzzer-beater,
Georgetown beats Wake Forest,
who is too emotionally drained
after beating Kentucky. Connecticut then goes on to beat
Georgetown when most of the
team and Coach John Thompson
catch a bout of food poisoning.

W&M SpOrts Roundup

Basketball teams bow out in ·first round of CAA tourney
By Kristan Burch
Men's Basketball
The Tribe fwished its regular season
with a narrow 96-92 victory against instate rival George Mason at William &
MarY Hall Feb. 26. When the two teams
met earlier this season, it was the Patriots
who came away with the close win, pulling out a 95-92 decision.
The Tribe led by as much as 24 points
in the second half. But the Patriots did not
give up and their persistent efforts allowed them to pull back into the match,
tying the game at 90-90 with less than a
minute left in regulation.
After a tie was reached, Tribe forward
Bobby Fitzgibbons hit a three-pointer
with 24.7 seconds remaining on the clock.
The Patriots were unable to score on their
next possession, and guard Matt Yerkey
was sent to the line for a one-and-one
situation after being fouled on the inbonnds ·
pJay. Yerkey hit both free throws to give
the Tribe a 95-90 advantage with 17 seconds remaining.
Patriot Curtis McCants m.issed a threepoint shot but then was fouled by W&M.
He scored the last two of his 29 points in
the contest when "be hit both fre.e throws
wjth 3.9 secorlds ·left on· the ~lock. The'
scoring of the contest was rounded off by
Yerkey who hit one of two free throws to
set the final score at 96-92.
For the Tribe, winning its last regular
season game was crucial because:it made
the difference between being ranked sixth and eighth in the Colonial Athletic Asso- .
ciation. The Tribe fwished the regular
season with an overall record of 10-15
,

.

and a 6-10 finish in the CAA. W &M was the regular season was a victory. W&M
one of three teams to finish '6-10 -in the fmished the regular season with a 14-12
CAA, tying with GMU and James Madi- record overall and a 6-10 record in CAA
son. The Tribe was given the higher seed play.
in the tournament because it had a better
The Tribe fell to VCU, Feb. 16, by a
head-to-head record than GMU or JMU. score of 74-66, and then the squad was
In the quarterfinals ofthe CAA Tour- defeated by Richmond, 57-51 , Feb. 22 on
nament March 2, the Tribe fell to UNC the road . The Spiders lead 30-25 at halfWilmington, 63-55, at the Richmond time and continued to have the advantage
Coliseum. W&M has not won a CAA in the second half.
Townament game since 1988, and it has
With a minute left on the clock, the
only captured one tournarnent victory in Tribe trailed by five points and was unthe II years that the conference has ex- able to draw closer as Richmond hit six of
isted. In other quarterfinal action, No.1 its seven shots from the free throw line.
seed VCU, No.5 seed ECU, and No.2 The Spiders out rebounded the Tribe, 46seed ODU won their games.
26, in the contest.
In the semifinals of the tournament
On Feb. 25, the Tribe took to the road
UNC Wilmington recorded a major up- again this time traveling to Harrisonburg
set, as it stifled ODU, 59-39. VCU also where it fell to JMU, 84-66. The Dukes
advanced to the fwal game by beating lead by nine points at half-time, and W &M
ECU, 75-60. The Rams then won the never was able to pull within less than
CAA Tournament by netting a 46-43 vic- .seven points during the second half.
tory against the Seahawks March 4.
In its last of a three-road game stretch,
UNCW had a 26-23 halftime advantage the Tribe recorded its fmal victory of the
but was unable to hold onto its lead down regular season when it defeated ECU, 59the stretch.
43. Beating the Pirates provided the first
Winning the CAA Tournament as- CAA victory for W&M in its last six
sured VCU its first NCAA bid since 1985. match-ups against conference opponents.
The Rams were the only CAA team to get The Tribe led by only one po~t, at halfan' invite, and being the No.12 seed in the time, but-its defense played'strong in the
Southeast, they matched up against No.5 . second half where it held the Pirates to
seed Mississippi State in Indianapolis, only 18 points. ECU shot only 25.4%
Ind.
from the floor ill the contest.
W.omen's Basketball
The Tribe dropped its last regular sea. By the end of January, the Tribe had son game against No.6 ODU. W&M
compiled a 11-5 overall record, but the played strong in .the first half but was
squad became plagued by CAA oppo- overpowered in the second when it had
nents an<!~dropped seven of its ne~t ten two four-minute stretches where it was
contest:;. OnJy one of its last five games in unable to score. The Tribe was guilty of

35 turnovers against the Monarchs.
The Tribe secured the sixth seed in the
CAA Tournament with its win against
ECU in March, and it faced No.3 seed
GMU in the first round March 7. The
Patriots led 38-25 at half-time, and with
five minutes left in the contest, the Tribe
was down by 18 points. W &M then made
a run as it put four guards into the line-up
and hit six consecutive three-point shots
to cut GMU' s lead to six with two minutes
left in regulation. But GMU then hit ten of
its 12 shots from the free throw line in
order to secure a victory in the first round
of the tournament.
After advancing past W&M, the Patriots played JMU in the second round and
lost to the Dukes with a score of 74-61.
ODU was able to dismiss American in the
second round, 86-66. In the fmals of the
CAA Tournament March 9, ODU overpoweredJMU, 84-58, to win its fifth
'straight tournament-title.
The Monarchs finishedthe season with
a 27-2 record which earned them a No.3
se.e.q ip the NCAA Tournament wher~
they will play ,Holy <;:ross: JMU earned a
No.13 seed and wIll face No.4 seed Duke
in the Mideast.
The Tribe ended the season with a 1413 record - only their second winning
season since 1979.
Before the tournament, forward Julie
Hamiel was named to the second team
All-CAA, and co-captain Cindy Martin
was recognized ~s· aD Ali-CAA Academic'
selection. Guard Katie Avery! was.hon:
ored by being select~~ to:the A.U:-RoolGe
team.
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computer-like rankings

Basketball, soccer, and.floor hockey; Who has time for class?
By Nathan Gang Green
Basketball
After a week of relaxation and fun in
the sun, the students ofM-W returned this
week with tanned bodies, except mine,
and a rekindled passion for W &M lotramural sports. With the first round of the
basketball tournament, the beginning of
soccer, and the continuation of floor
hockey, W&M has become a virtual cornucopia of athletic activity.
We' ll begin in the Rec. Center where
the brackets are out, and March . .. well,
let's call it Mediocrity, has begun. This
year, teams were sent to six different
regions with the Marshall-Wythe Association, the Big East ofW&M Athletics,
represented in all six brackets.
10 the Men's B-1 playoffs, Eastern
State and Fat Drunk and Stupid were
both given tough early round match-ups.
Fat Drunk and Stupid, after fmishing the
season with an outstanding 3-1 mark and
fourth in the Amicus rankings, drew an
underrated Five Knuckle Shuffle team.
Five Knuckle Shuffle, known for their
stingy defense and constant hand checking ( I've heard you' ll go blind if you hand
check too much) were able to shut down
the fat, drunk, and stupid law students,
and went on to an easy victory 52-29.
That left Eastern State as the lone MWA
representative in the bracket.
Facing an outstanding Moose is Loose
team, the All-Stars were forced to compete against not only their opponents but
a inept score-keeper as well. Midway
through the second half an Eastern State
run was thwarted when an undergrad
score-keeper, disgruntled by the law

CPA
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makers) with ideas to build anew economy
that is " inclusive, sustainable, and just."
Through a framework of progressive federalism, CPA develops state public policies that work and then brokers successful
models from state-to-state to create momentum for national action.
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school' s rejection ofa unified honor code,
scored two Eric The Heat Misener baskets for the other team. This turned what
should-have been an 8 point deficit into a
16-point insurmountable lead and eventually the All-Stars were overcome 6751. Over in the Men' s B-2 bracket, MWA
again had two representatives as Ken's
House of Guim and Touchdow.n hoped
to break the MWA into the win column.
However, the Earthpigs and Dare I Say It
En Fuego, stood sternly in the way as two
more law school teams took early exits.
10 the Men 's C division the MWA was
luck as those
sure to see a turn in
scrappy 2.0 Rangers laced-em up against
Iverson is Eligible. The Rangers were just .
too much inside as both JeffCitizen Cohen,
and Matt You Try Getting Your Hair To
Look This Good Kaiser had outstanding
games.
At one point the Rangers, the offensive juggernaut that they are, had Iverson
on the verge of the slaughter rule but a
generous Jim Mc Where 's My Man helped
them stay in it with some creative defense.
Tom Koonce was given player of the
game honors as he contributed more to
this win than he had all season. . The
Rangers move on to face the Knicks on
Wednesday.
10 the Men's A division, the highly
ranked 2Ls and High School Heroes
College Zeros represented the MWA.
After fInishing 3-1 during the regular
season, the 2Ls had high hopes going into
the tournament. With a solid 64-43 victory over the over-matched Earthpigs in
their first game, 2Ls hopes for a W&M
Championship to go along with their

MWA Championship continue. HSHCZ, string goalie Todd Sherer The Wealth, but
who fInished the season with a strong . were able to pull out the win 2-1 behind
two-game winning streak., began the tour- goals by Brian Goebel, Goebel, Goebel
nament against Phi Kappa Tau and their. and Chris Leibig Mac.
Player of the Year award winner Jason
10 the Co-Rec division, The Barney
Miller. It was a football award not basket- Fife Generation fell 3- I in their first
ball, but hey, he was still really good.
game. The first goal allowed came after
After a slow start, HSHCZ were able Dave Eberly And Ivory failed in getting
to get their offense going in the second the ball to goalie Paul Do You Love Me
half behind the inside play of RejecSean Schroeder (that's a Peanuts reference)
Ducharme and the three point shooting of which lead to an easy goal. Team captain
Nathan It 's Not Easy Being Green. Mogi Stephen It 'sGoodToBe The King, blamed
It 's a Tennessee Accent Omatete, and less than spectacular defense and his own
Mike OUCH! My Eye Melis were sorely inability to fInish for the loss.
missed as HSHCZ were forced to play the Floor Hockey
entire .game with only five players and '
10 floor hockey, the self proclaimed
refs who seemed to make calls purely on " Greatest Hockey Team 10 The Entire
whim. The Co-Rec division with Mang College" continued their romp as the SyraThe Merciless, the only MWA represen- cuse Bulldogs, not the greatest name in
tative, begins on Monday.
the entire coIIege, improved to 2-0. Goalie
Soccer
Wendell Pai In The Sky has been the
The teams of M-W seem to be more proverbial brick wall, and Dan Hessel
comfortable outdoors, as the law school is HojJ leads the team in scoring with 5
making a much better showing on the goals, followed closely by Ne_I I'm Taksoccer field. Just Whatever, captained ing the I's out ofyour name andy ou Know
by Cristin It 's Not The Zeisler That Mat- Why, Mr. Doesn 't Play Well With Others
ters, has won their first ·two games and Lew s with 4.
looks to be ''just'' unbeatable. With this
In the Co-Rec division, Puck You!
fact in mind, the other team thought it best fmally broke through with a dramatic
to "just" not show up.
win, 9-1 over a less-than-competitive
10 their second game Just Whatever group of good Samaritans. The dowas "just" incredible as Amy FitzHA 7trick gooders from the service fraternity could
lead the team with three goals. Just What- not handle the offensive onslaught of the
ever won by ''just'' the slaughter rule as Puckers, and when combined with the
Elise Milstein and Lynn Whipkey added testosterone-deficient defense ofDanielIe
goals in the first two minutes of the sec- Scary Berry , Lyon Whipkey It Good, and
ond half to secure the win.
Monica Aticus Finch (the best shot in the
In men's soccer, the team formerly county), Puck You could be a force to be
known as Fuck the Draft , now known as reckoned with come tournament time.
Autogoal Escobar, had to resort to 3rd

Women' s Voices for the Economy, which nity stakeholders to collectively seek soidentified economy-related issues of ut- lutions to problems and jointly vision for
most concern to women; Community the future. The Center is also involved in
Capital: Financing the Future, a project to forming leadership networks such as the
remake government as a catalyst for pri- St~te Issues Forum and the Flemming
vate investment in communities; and Fellows Leadership Institute. In its twenty
Mobilizing Participation for Tomorrow's years of existence, the Center for Policy
Communities, which engage.s and em- .Alternatives has had a defInite influence
nowers citizens to enco~e all commu- on public policies.

Green Leafe
765 Scotland Street
220,3405
Across From Zable Stadfuin

I was grateful and thrilled to receive
the Public Service Fund and
Bell. It made the summer possible. I was
thankful also that the grantors saw fit to
recognize the value of some less traditional law jobs such as the Women's Voice
for the Economy Campaign. For, although "lawyer" may not be what immediately comes to mind, law permeates and
is inseparable from public policy. Policy
determines law, and lawyers are needed
to identify and avoid legal conflicts when
creating policies. I had a wonderful summer, and I'd do it again in a second -- or,
more accurately, after my second year.
~g from
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20% Food Discount
For Marshall, Wythe
Students

The Best
Sandwidles
in Town . ~
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''where have aU ·
the good times
gone?" asked a
deSJ'ondent third year
student' standing
alone in the darkness
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Current BARJBRI Enrollees will have t~ir bar review tuition
AUTOMATICALLY rolled back to $995. This applies for First,
Second and Third year students who h·ave placed deposits down
with BARIBRI to take the Maryland course.
All Non BARIBRI Enrollees can lock in this $400 discount for
BARlBRI's Maryland course by enrolling before March 29, 1?96.
Yo·ur enrollment deposit guarantees a Maryland tuition of $995.
If you have a BARJBRI Scholarship Application pending or have
received a Scholarship, your tuition will be the lower of $995 or
your previously discounted tuition minus the Scholarship award ..

Why do students prefer BAR/BRI for the Maryland bar exam?
.

BAR/BRlls Maryland course uses twice the number of lecturers (16) than any other Maryland
p~ogram. More lecturers means more Maryland expertise! BAR/BRI can therefore offer Maryland
specific clas~es like BAR/BRlls separate Maryland Distinctions lectures and Maryland essay
specific In-Class Essay Writing Wo.rkshops.
In fact, no program offers you more In-Class Testing Workshops for the Maryland essays or
Multistat~ portion of the bar exam than BAR/BRI! We eve.n have Staff Attorneys read and
critique 8 Maryland style bar exam essays you turn in offering highly personalized comments on
how to maximize your es?ay scores.
And, to better service you this summer and for your convenience, we ·are now offering tape
checkout for the Maryland as well as Virginia, D.C. and Pennsylvania bar review lectures you
may miss. This way you can make t.hem up in your car, at-home or anywhere convenient for you.
Thes·e are just a few of the reasons why the overwhelming majority of students in our program
say they would recommend BAR/BRI to a friend. We are confident you will too.

